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Innovative science program nationally recognized 
Instructor's effort attracts more students to science 
By Latoya Crayton 
Correspondent 
The person behind the energy is Zafra 
Lerman, a professor of Science and Public 
Policy and a head of the Institute of 
Science Education and Science 
Communications. 
Despite her distinguished credentials, 
though, Lerman's arrival at Columbia in 
1977 was not as welcomed as she had 
expected. 
depict the reaction of sodium and chlorine. 
Lerman's students participate in an 
exchange program with non-science 
majors in similar courses at Princeton 
University and at Indiana University. For 
the past several years Lerman has taken a 
group of students to Princeton, where they 
present science projects to their Princeton 
counterparts. 
Lerman said that now Princeton stu-
dents are becoming more creative in the 
presentation of their projects, largely as a 
result of the influence from Columbia 
College students. 
ence important not 
only grabbed 
Columbia students' 
attention, but also 
caused a chain reac-
tion to other schools 
and paved a way for 
the future scientists of 
tomorrow. 
Her innovative 
teaching style cap-
tured the 1998 nation-
al American Chemical 
Society award for 
Encouraging 
Disadvantaged 
Many students and faculty felt that lib-
eral arts majors should not waste their time 
studying science. When her first semester 
approached with zero class enrollment, 
Lerman lured students to the course by her 
creative teaching techniques. 
In some cases, Lerman's courses have 
been the inspiration for arts majors to 
become scientists. One music major, who 
combined music and chemistry in his class 
projects at Columbia went on to earn a 
doctorate in molecular biology. 
Students into Career Photo by Jo Machado/Chronicle 
in the Chemical Zafra Lerman captured national recognition 
Sciences, sponsored Students used their arts training ranging 
from videos and dances, to books and 
sculptures to produce professional quality 
science projects. A group of theater stu-
dents used a Romeo and Juliet theme to 
Lerman, for years, has been the vessel 
to introducing science to minority students 
in an inventive way. Her drive to make sci-
by the Camille and Fair and Fiesta Day. 
Henry Dreyfus Foundation. Mayor Lerman's early scholastic experiences 
Richard M. Daley proclaimed March 8 to 
be Columbia College Community Science See Zafra, page 5 
Rising cost for college tuition burdens students 
About half of Columbia student receive financial aid 
By Keri Norton 
Correspondent 
Nationwide, college students seem to be paying more this year 
for school than they did last year, and in many classes, that 
assumption is quite true. The college tuition is affected by such 
things as the inflation and the rising cost of equipment, dorms 
Hundreds gather to protest against the police brutality 
More on page 4 
Features 
DanceAfrica 
dazzles the crowd 
Page 10 
and faculty salary. And it's steadily going up. 
"The cost of college is devastating to families under the 
income median," said Watson Scott Swail of the College Board. 
As a result, many students can't attend college either because of 
the cost, or only able to afford a two year college to receive an 
associates degree. 
At least half of the students enrolled in college received some 
kind of financial aid, including grants and scholarships, said 
John Joyce, manager of communication and training services at 
the College Scholarship Services, a financial-aid arm of the 
College Board. 
At Columbia, between 49 to 51 percent of students received 
financial aid last year. "Focusing on 'sticker price' or allowing 
'sticker shock' to influence college choice will limit opportuni-
ties that are out there for students," said Joyce. 
According to the College Board, the college tuition is reach-
ing the record high this year. Board's annual survey found that 
tuition fees for the 1997-98 school year have increased 5 percent 
for four-year institutions nationwide. Overall tuition has 
increased 65 percent since 1987. 
Columbia College has followed the same patterns by raising 
the cost of tuition by 5 percent. Full-time student are now pay-
ing around $234 more than last year. 
The College Board states that the increase in tuition is nor-
mal and the rise seems to be following the same pattern as last 
year. The average increase is 4 to 5 percent a year has been at a 
steady pace for over I 0 years. 
Students will also pay 3 to 5 percent more for their dorm 
rooms this year. It is a slightly higher increase than the one in 
last year. "People are accustomed to a certain way of living. 
More things are made easier," said Swail. "Students and fami-
lies expect to have certain things- which do cost more." So that 
cable TV and the dishwasher in the dorm rooms do add a little 
to the price of the rooms. This increase affected little for 
Columbia's dorm residents. 
"Students and parents should consider the value of a college 
degree as a lifetime investment, not merely annual expenses 
incurred over a four-or five-year period," said Don Stewert, 
president of the College Board. "As with any investment, 
financing a college education requires foresight, planning, pru-
dent saving and perhaps even sacrifice-activities that all fami-
lies must be encouraged to do." 
Congress has appointed a college cost commission to look at 
tuition and its increase. Their job will be to find ways to curtail 
the rapid uprise of tuition. 
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Student groups display diversity 
By Tanlsha A llen 
Staff Writer 
In n showcase of Columbia's diversity, 
nearly 20 student organizations gathered in 
the Hokin Gallery on Oct. 23 to display the 
best of what they have to offer. 
The day of interactions. dubbed as the 
Student Organizations Day. provided an 
opportunity for every organizations to 
appeal to broad student body and cultivate 
better understanding about their group. 
'This year J"m concerned with quality not 
quantity. We want quality organizations with 
good members . I think were doing alright,"' 
said Madeline Roman-Vargas, assistant dean 
for student Life. 
Various groups and organizations attend-
ed Student Organizations Day. Here are 
some of the participants: 
Time Arts Community is moti vated by 
environmental and social issues and objects 
to the creation of the typical art object. The 
blur the distinction between art and life and 
feel that the why is much more important 
than the how. Their goal is to become cre-
ative people in life as well as move minds 
and provoke the spirit. 
A newly formed organization the 
Representatives of Columbia College 
Students were also in attendance. Their goal 
is to bring the right of representation to the 
entire student body. 
Since its creation in the spring of 1995, 
Echo 
Columbia's Urban Music Association has 
been dedicated for educating individuals 
about the music business and provide intern-
ships and mentors to those who want to 
become part of the industry. 
CUMA prides itself on creating a profes-
sional atmosphere to enable Columbia stu-
dents learn how to get the proper education 
on what it takes to survive in the music 
industry. 
The Art Community is devoted to the 
promotion of the arts at Columbia College 
and within the art community. They arc 
interested in all forms of artistic endeavors 
and in strengthening a dialog between 
artists, in order to create a community. 
Ahora! is a networking and cultural orga-
nization that to represent and enhance the 
development of the Latino community. 
Ahora! will have showcases with artists who 
have a realistic view of the entertainment 
industry. 
The Columbia College Student Chapter 
of the National Association of Black 
Journalists are committed to promoting and 
encouraging journalism as a career for black 
students. The group encourages to develop 
the academic and professional skills neces-
sary to ensure success in the media. 
The Television Arts Society provides 
opportunities for learning outside the class-
room. Their goal is to develop cooperation 
and stimulate an information exchange 
between beginning, transfer and upper-level 
students. 
Chronic Illness/ Injury/ Pain Support's 
motto is "living with illness, not weakness." 
CHIPS provides a time and space for 
Columbia College students living with 
chronic illness, injury or pain to come 
together to share ideas, stories, and informa-
tion as well as promote education for the 
mutual support and benefit of all. 
The Environmentalists of Columbia is a 
student organization dedicated to communi-
cating the dangers facing our environment 
through art, words and speech. The group 
has sponsored art exhibition and other edu-
cational events to promote environmental-
ism at Columbia, as. well as in a global scale. 
Chicago·s Organization of Rap & Hip-
hop Entertainment is the performing artists, 
song writers, producers, radio personalities, 
management teams, marketing teams, enter-
tainment lawyers, film and TV crews, pho-
tographers, graphic artist, designers and 
A&R people of tomorrow. Their goals is to 
work together to obtain success in the music 
industry. 
G.L.O.B .AL, Muslim Student 
Association, the Love Enlightenment Choir, 
Tongues of Fire, L.U.N.A ., K.D.L, and the 
Black Theater Workshop also attended 
Student Organizations Day. 
For more information about memberships 
and meeting times, visit the Office of 
Student Life, Suite 301, Wabash building. 
continued from page I 
est interest to our college community. 
The College Magazone Workshop is a two-semester project given for three cred-
its each semes ter. and htghly recommended for Magazine Jo urnalism majors. Non-
magazine maJors and non-journalism majors may join the workshop with the per-
mtsston of the advisor. 
The experience of creating an award-winnong college publication is invaluable to 
the would-be journalist. 
.,.. ~Is looldiiiJ 
for wolfrs of fiction, 
poetry and pfii'SOIIIII 
essays for lfs ,,., 
Workshop students usually do not write the stories or take the photos that go into 
the magazine. They are responsible for generating s tory ideas and design as well as 
deciding which photographs woll be used. Much of the writing that goes into the 
magazonc comes from the Magazine Artocle Writ ing classes and design comes from 
the Magazine Desogn II class . 
The workshop is also responsoble for supervising all production aspects of the 
magazine. including advertising. ad design and sales, copy editing. fact checking 
headline writing as well as marketing and promoting the previous year"s magazine. 
And. of workshop students were to submit written material, art or photos, their work 
wtll be considered as welL 
Attentton wrrters. photographers and designers! Echo needs your creativity. If 
anyone "'!Shes to submit copy or other art for publication in next year s magazine. 
plea.re make onqume.r in the Jo urnalism office or e-mail Chris Keech a! 
ChruKeech@AOL com or Dtane Bell a! ding98@Jtotmail.com. Photographers may 
contact Karyn McElroy through e-mail at milan_Z@Jtotmail.com. 
llfenwy section. 
Interested writers should 
send their submissions to: 
The Chronicle - Room 205 Wabash 
chron96@interaccess.com 
Or fax them to 312-427-3920 
Include a short bio and a number 
wwwS.interaccess.com/chronlcle 
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WCRX celebrates 15th anniversary 
By Sheryl Tirol 
Staff Writer The station moves to a new location ~:!i~r~~\~~d s~a~lo~~e~t s~ea~rs~ 
Celebrating 15 years of music, 
news and sports, Columbia's radio 
station, WCRX-FM, will move to a new 
space at Congress and Wabash in January. 
Presently, WCRX is in the main build-
ing on the seventh floor. Along with the 
move will be some changes. 
Faculty advisor of sports and news, 
Cheryl Morton-Langston, hopes to see 
some additions to the fonnat of WCRX. 
"I'd like to see the sports department 
bring play by play, whether for high school 
or college level. I'd also like to see a news 
talk show develop," Morton-Langston 
said. 
Many of the WCRX staff, faculty and 
students are ecstatic about the move. 
Archie Flores, music director, said this 
is an exciting time for everyone at the sta-
tion. 
Reunion sparks 
marketing interest 
By Kat Zeman 
Staff Writer 
Columbia students, alumni and fac-
ulty members met Thursday in the 
Torco building to celebrate the reunion 
of the marketing Department's 
"Challenges and Opportunity" course. 
The reunion adjourned with a pop and 
pizza session as students greeted their 
old classmates and exchanged words 
about their current occupation. 
''This was an opportunity for us to 
get together with folks who took this 
class in the past and provide new stu-
dents with an idea about what this class 
is about," said Paul Berger, Columbia's 
small-business entrepreneur coordina-
tor in the management department. 
Berger, along with Tom Kallen and 
Clarke Greene, all teach sections of the 
course and were present at the reunion. 
The· hour started with students 
being put into hypothetical situations. 
Studenfs were placed into the shoes of 
a marketing manager of a corporation 
and asked to make high cost decisions 
based on what they have learned about 
marketing. 
The discussion went from a talk of 
the recent UPS strike and what could 
have been done to prevent it, to the 
Cracker Jack takeover and Ted Turner 
buying MGM. Berger told students 
that it is essential that they keep their 
emotions out of complex managerial 
decisions and use logic and reason 
when making these business decisions. 
Students and graduates also 
expressed their views on mergers and 
"S" corporations with Berger, Kallen, 
and Greene serving as mediators who 
also offered expert advice and chal-
lenged the students with their ideas. 
An important part of the discussion 
centered around how the market has 
changed in the last couple of years and 
how the role of women and minorities 
has changed. The market has increased 
dramatically with women and minori-
ties now being a major factor market-
ing decison making. 
Students pointed out the current 
trend of automobile industries which 
have made women the target for buy-
ing their car, where in the past targeted 
buyers were men. 
Students also spoke about their cur-
rent positions in life and the career 
choices they have made. Some gradu-
ates even mentioned that the 
"Challenges and Opportunity" class 
helped them a great deal in their 
careers. 
"I liked it a lot, it was fun," said 
Jennifer Weiser, 23, a Columbia gradiJ-
ate who got an internship at the Daley 
Center with the help of Columbia fac-
ulty. "You learn how to run a business 
and there is a close relationship with 
the teachers." 
Another Columbia College gradu-
ate who took the class now runs a tele-
vision station near Dutch Harbor. 
The "Challenges and Opportunity" 
course is offered through the 
Marketing Department each fall . This 
is the fourth time that the class has 
been offered. Students are expected to 
bring in a business article every week 
and take a stand on a business decision 
that was made and argue either for or 
against it. 
"Whatever the problem is," said 
Berger. "The students will take a look 
at it as opposed to just watching right 
through." 
"The new location is going to be on 
ground level, which will be bigger and 
more professional. The new facilities will 
allow us to do more," Flores said. 
For instance, a green room will be bui lt, 
specifically for guests to relax before they 
go on-air. Flores says all these new addi-
tions will benefit the station greatly. 
He also hopes more female students 
will apply for staff positions at the station, 
although there are a variety of people who 
work there. 
During 15 years of the station's exis-
tence, many changes have been made. 
AI Parker, chainnan of the Radio and 
Sound department, remembers when 
WCRX first went on air. The station back 
in the '70s could only be heard on campus. 
"It was very exciting because we were 
very limited and the station could only be 
heard in such areas as the lounge and cer-
tain offices on campus," Parker said. "But 
the students took it seriously." 
Personalities such as Roz Varon and 
Bob Sirott were the pioneer personalities 
who contributed when WCRX first started. 
Faculty advisor and General Manager, 
Karen Mordue has been with the station 
since 1986. 
"I am most impressed with the stu-
dents' level of commitment," said Karen 
Mordue, faculty advisor and general man-
ager. . 
"I am proud to work with them, they 
work very hard to make this a great sta-
"cliquey" feeling. But now it has a 
more open atmosphere and allows 
students to be involved. 
Mordue also remembers when they had 
to do a lot of things by hand. Now, almost 
everything in the station, including the 
newsroom, is computerized. 
"It's exciting. We' ll have better equip-
ment and have the opportunity to try new 
ideas," Mordue said. 
Matt All ina, sports director, feels he has 
gained a lot of practical experience work-
ing for the station during his three years 
with the station. 
"It's improved a lot during the years, 
and I' ve gained a lot," Allina said. 
"Learning from working [at WCRX] 
helped me when I interned at WMAQ 
radio, which turned into a job." 
Allina also encourages people to get 
involved wi th the station. 
Mike Johnson, a sports anchor, said the 
most memorable part was being part of a 
show. 
"Working for WCRX gave me the 
chance to find my niche," Johnson said. 
Getting practical experience and net-
working has helped many students to get 
the job or internshi p they've been looking 
for. 
"I've worked with many outstanding 
students," Mardue said." 
"And after working with them at 
WCRX, it makes me feel comfortable 
when I have to do a recommendation for 
them." 
negotiate ~~c~~o;;~:~:;~::: 
confer with another in bargai:l· 
ing or trade; as, to negotiate with a man for the· purchase of the 
fann. 2. To hold conference and discussion ·with a view to reaching 
agreement on a treaty, league, contract, ete.; to treat With another 
respecting peace, com.m.eroe. or any subject of common concem. 
In a letter dated August 14, 1997, Columbia Col-
lege President John Duff officially refused to appoint 
an ad hoc comminee to discuss pan-tmle faculty re-
quests for equity, for benefits, for security- in a word 
- for respect. • 
Since that time P-fac has aggressively pursued legal 
bargaining status, asking tbe power of tbe National 
Labor Relations Board to bring Columbia CoUege to 
the neg.otiating table where we can be heard. 
That's why we now asking part-time faculty to sign 
their authorization cards. Your signature won't auto· 
matically get you a raise, or insurance, or security -
but it will get you respect. 
p -fac/IEA/~EA For questions, for another c.':lrc!, or to volunteer, contact P-fac at 773-281-097:;. 
..t :\ E\\'S :\o' em her J. 1997 
Chicago citizens take part in national protest 
By Andrew J . Bradley 
Staff Writer 
About 300 people gathered 
outside Daley Center Plaza on 
Wednesday. Oct. 22, to take part 
in a nationwide rally against 
police brutality. 
Similar protest rallies. which 
were part of a national day of 
protest against police brutality, 
occurred in about 50 states 
across the nation. 
The rallies were sponsored by 
the "October 22 Coalition," a 
group that has become known for 
organizing the annual anti-police 
brutality protests. 
Demonstrators waived signs 
bearing such phrases as: 
"Corruption, misconduct and 
injustice are against the law" and 
voiced their opinions during the 
rally which was scheduled to end 
at the Chicago Police 
Deparnnen~Headquarters. 
Many citizens spoke at the 
rally, including Charlene 
Mearday, whose son Jeremiah, 
was allegedly beaten by two 
Chicago police officers in 
September. The two officers 
were suspended for the incident, 
as well as lying about it, one day 
prior to the protest rally. 
The Police Department's 
Office of Professional Standards, 
which is in charge of investiga· 
tions involving misconduct, con-
tinues to remain in the hot-seat as 
the October 22 Coalition plans to 
organize various briefings later 
in the month to inform citizens 
on the continuing problem of 
police brutality. 
Above aad Left: Protestor~ oatlkle 
the Daley Ceater Plua show their 
viewa oa pollee adleoadad. 
,...... by Man 1'obiiiiCiuwlde 
If your answer is yes, United Parcel Service 
has part-time loader and unloader positions 
available. Check out these benefrts: 
II§J:U: C·i! I a+ No W eekend Work 
·t 3 - 5 Hours Per Day (Mon-Fri) 
+ Com prehensive Med ical Packag e 
+ Stock Participat ion + Employee Owned Company 
Call toll free ld:l:l:!iiJDt:iiJ 
, •• , IW ""-' .... .,.,, 
24 hours a day - 7 days a w eek 
Locations: Hodgkins/Willow Springs (1-55 & 1-294) Addison, 
Palatine, Northbrook & Westmont 
htfp /f\1'/'/J./J IJfJ', f fJIII 
WORKJ«l FOR STUD£HTI WHO WORK FOR US. 
UPI DEUYERI EDUCA1'IOI 
fqutol Opportunity Employor 
Lobos fan s are crossing 
the fingers for bowl bids 
By Marco BasacJia 
College Pn.u Service 
tory. And with the Lobos on tbe Franchione says New 
bonltt of the top 2S, New Mexico playus also had the habit 
Mexico fans are talking about of celebrllting those long-awaited 
ALBUQUERQUE, N .M.- rankings. the WAC title and, dare victories for a little too long. 
There hun 'I been a lot to cheer they say, bowl bids. ~Our guys were in the mind-
about on tbe football fields at the ~When the season ends and set that one victory was a huge 
Univen~ity of New Mexico in we're sitting at ll-0 or 10-l with deal. We needed to get ~ that. 
recent years. ln fact, you'd have a WAC title under our belts, it'll It was a huge celebration after 
to go back to 1964 - the year be hard to deny us," says every win and then you lose the 
New Mexico won the Westttn Lombard. ~we're going to be in next week and you'd have to start 
Athletic Conference champi- for something good. I can feel it" all over agne." 
onship - to find tbe last ,.---------------. In the pass-happy WAC, 
time Lobos fans' team spirit New Mexico has made them-
was at a fever pitch. "We're aware we bave a good selves as a front-runner for 
But coach Dennis footbaU team, bat we bave more the conference title by play-
Franchione and his collec- ing solid defense. 
lion of never-say-die playen1 teltl to face." "We know you have to stop 
are making college football people from scoring to win 
co&;Ches and players take -Eraest Lombard football games," said 
nottce as enthusiastic New Lobot supporter, Franchione. " It sounds real 
Mexico fans flood the stands l9641CJud member simple but it's the truth." 
on game days. Quarterback Graham Leigh 
"It's been like a revival also has played a huge role in 
down here," says Ernest Lobos' coach Franchione certain- New Mexico's success. Leigh 
Lombard, a Lobos supporter and ly appreciates the enthusiasm of transferred to New Mexico two 
a membtt of that 1964 squad. his fans, but he's not sure they years ago from Pacific and has 
" We had some success in the should be making plans for emerged as the team's leading 
beginning of the 1980s, but there January just yet. " rusher. 
wasn't this feeling. Now, you're "We're aware we have a "Things our going well for 
getting fans coming out of their good football team, but we have us right now but we know that 
houses looking for some football more tests to face," he said. could change at any second," 
again. You're getting people back "People around here are used to Leigh said. "We want to keep our 
at games who haven't been thtte whooping it up if we win one focus on the next game every 
for years." game. We're getting beyond that. week so we don't get ahead of 
New Mexico is o ff to a 6-0 We want to put together winning ourselves. We still have a lot of 
start, the best in the school 's his- seasons." work to do." 
Zafra 
coali.aued from page I 
were in Israel. where science was considered the male domam. But. 
despite the difficulties of learning a subject considered inappropri-
ate for girls, btt keen intttest led her to persevere. 
Lerman wo:nt on to earn a bachelor's and master's degrees from 
the lsraellnstinlle of Technology 10 Hill fa and a doctorate deg= in 
chemistry from tbe Weizmann Institute of Science tn Rehovot. She 
also pursued postdoctoral stud1es at Cornell University and 
Northwestern Univusity. 
~ile. worlring as a visiting scholar at the Swiss Polytrchnic 
lnsntute tn Zunch, she was offered a position at Open University in 
Israel: Although the thought of reruming to her homeland was 
tempttng, Lerman came back to the U.S. in I 977 and accepted a 
pos1tion at Columbia College. 
With tbe experience in teaching. Lerman realized she needed to 
reach children at the early stage. Community programs were pre-
sented under the umbrella of environmental science and the '"It 
takes a village to raise a child" concept of Joyce Foundation. 
First, Lerman held meetings with elementary school teachers 
and parents to encourage them to bring science into their children's 
daily lives, showing the positive aspect of science. In addition to 
promoting science education and discussion at home. Lennan 
Instructed teachers to incorporate scientific concepts into other sub-
jects such as language and art. 
Funded by gran~ from the National Science Foundation (NSF), 
the Joyce Foundatton and other supporters, the Science Institute 
program was founded to convince teachers and others that it's not 
just youngsters with a "science gene" who can learn these subjects, 
says Dr. Joseph V. Stewart, NSF program director in the directornte 
of education and human resources. 
The Columbia College science teacher program, highly rnted 
nat1onw1de, was recently awarded NSF grant of S l million to con-
tinue summer workshops for middle school teachers and expand its 
a~ademic year components. Over the next five years, the program 
w1ll serve more than 200 teachers in approximately 50 public 
schools, reaching an estimated 30,000 students. 
The Chicago Public Schools Systemic Initiative also has come 
up with a S I million grant for the staff development of its high 
school science and math teachers. 
.. A follow-up ~.ctivi~ at Columbia College Chicago is a weekly 
Day of Sc1ence dunng the school year when teachers bring their 
~tudents to the college lab to do experiments such as writing invis-
lbl_e messages . w1th ~veryday household products. The visits let 
ch1ldren expenment m a real sc1ence lab and gives them a taste of 
the college campus. 
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Internships • • • 
-how do I qualify? 
-where do I sign up? 
-am I ready? 
get the answer to these and other questions at 
TA'I ·K. • • 
on internships 
WEDS. - NOVEMBER 5TH 
12pm to 1pm • Rm· 313 
or 
Spm to 6pm - Rm 309 
623 5. Wabash 
co-sponsored by the academic depts. and Career Planning & Placement 
For more info., call or stop by! 
623 S. Wabash, 300W/312-344-7280. 
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You call this progress? 
How about a lateral. 
I t is almost time to gear up for yet another round of pre-registration and the headaches associated with any kind of registration at Columbia. I know you are thinking that it is impossible for that to 
be true, it is only six weeks into the semester. But in a couple weeks, pre-
registration opens for the upcoming semester. Students, staff and faculty 
look forward to this time, just as much as having teeth pulled. 
If you qualify for pre-registration, it works out well for you. You will 
have full access to the classes you want and will probably not have to 
worry if classes are open. 
It is regular registration where the most headaches are still originating. 
There are two groups of students who get the proverbial shaft during 
regular registration; graduating seniors who for some reason did not qual-
ify for pre-registration, or failed to get an appointment to preregister, and 
departmentallregistration work-aides. 
The work-aides used to be able to register on the first or second day 
of registration. It was one of the few perks of the low paying job. I know 
when I was a first-time work-aide a few years back I thought it was one 
of the best things, if not the best thing, about working registration. I could 
go through registration a full two days before my letter was up and did 
not have to worry if classes were closed. However, since the arrival of 
pre-registration, that was taken away. 
The other group of students who are getting stiffed at regular registra-
tion is graduating seniors. They have been left behind to fend for them-
selves in the "upgrade" to early registration. 
Just a year ago, seniors had their own day to register. The very first 
day to be exact. But that is all gone. No special treatment for finally fin-
ishing at Columbia. For putting thousands of dollars in the coffers of the 
school, you get to mill through the registration process with the rest of 
the student body. Oh the joy! 
That brings me to this new and improved process that was instituted 
for the first time this past September. Why, if this new "streamlined" 
process is supposed to make it easier to get the classes you want, did it 
still take me three hours to register? 
And why is more work being shlepped on the full-timers and admin-
istrative assistants in each department during the weeks right before 
school starts. 
After working this past summer at the school, I found it amazing how 
many jobs an administrative assistant can do at this school and still only 
get pay for one job. 
The administrative assistants have to follow enrollment for t"cir 
departments and manage the day-to-day operations of their departn!~ll t 
among many other things. If that is not bad enough, the administration 
wants the schedules done for the next semester while registration is going 
on. So think of the fun one·must have, going through and trying to keep 
straight classes not only for this semester, but for next spring! I think my 
head would spin from it all. 
Back to the actual process. 
The first few steps in the main building are ok. They are the same 
steps that have always been used. Pay your registration fee, go to the 
records office for an admit form, then go to the bursars if you have any 
restrictions. The rough part starts after that. 
Students are sent to the department which houses their major to regis-
ter with a full time faculty member. A faculty member who probably has 
no clue about most of the classes outside of their own departments . Heck, 
some have trouble with the classes in their own department. 
I thought the academic advisors were supposed to be advising students 
about class selections? Does this mean the academic advisors are obso-
lete? 
Since the students have to sit down with a fu-ll time faculty member, 
it usually takes about twenty minutes to register one student. If there are 
five waiting, it can take over an hour to see someone. The part that real-
ly adds to the headache of registration is the bursar station where they 
print the class schedules/contracts. 
When I went through, there was only one printer going. One printer! 
In the room were at least 40 others waiting ahead of me for their sched-
ule. 
This added another good half-hour to the process. 
The last spot where time was eaten up was at the lD station. 
Sometimes only one camera was working, or because so many were held 
up at the bursars print station, the line never really died down during the 
day. 
Things did not run all that great in my opinion. I think if one of the 
associate academic deans in charge of registration, the academic dean or 
the director of records went through the whole process, they would 
understand how cockamamie this process is, even with the advent of pre-
registration and input of classes in the departments. 
So here's to the beginning of yet another registration season and may 
the gods have mercy on our souls. 
Zafra Lerman: Invaluable asset to Columbia 
It isn't often that a professor of Science and Math at a media arts school 
makes a name for herself. However, Zafra Lerman has done an unlikely 
thing; She has taken students who are primarily known for their artistic and 
creative backgrounds and created a positive learning environment. 
Since her arrival in 1977, Lerman has shaped a science department where 
creativity and science are intertwined. 
In 1991 , Lerman was named Distinguished Professor of Science and Public 
Policy and was appointed head of the Institute for Science Education and 
Science Communication. 
As reported by Latoya Crayton, Lerman has won the 1998 national 
American Chemical Society (ACS) award for Encouraging Disadvantaged 
Students into Careers in the Chemical Sciences. 
In addition to the long list of awards Lerman has touched many lives 
throughout her career. The most recent person Lerman has impacted is a 46-
year-old woman who was serving parole for drug trafficking. She graduated 
from Columbia in January with a degree in music and science. The woman 
credits Lerman for helping to tum her life around by teaching her to express 
chemical concepts through song. 
Over the years Lerman has distinguished herself through her close work 
with Chicagt; public schools. 
Her contributions to the community have enriched the educational experi-
ence of inner-city students. 
Benefit to marketing students 
Leaning institutions are trying to come up with new and different ways to 
educate students. According to Kat Zeman's article, "Challenges and 
Opportunity" is an innovative way to teach students about marketing. 
Students being put in hypothetical situations is an excellent way to prepare 
future marketing practitioners for job situations. 
The reunion served many purposes. Discussion was a major part of the 
class reunion. 
A key thing that made the reunion a ·success was the fact that alumni who 
took Challenges and Opportunity came back. The reunion of former students 
proved to be a testament to the quality of the marketing department. 
Letters to the editor 
Unnecessary roughness 
I think that it is damn time you MEN leave 
Sara's column alone. No, it isn't the best sports 
column on the face of the earth but hell at least 
she's got some Chicago team spirit!! Which is 
more than I can say for other Chi-town sports 
writers. 
By the way the column is called "Sara on 
Sports" so if she writes nothing but opinion it's 
O.K. it's her space. 
Posted by Leyla 
Via the Chronicle interactive forum 
Rebuttal from the 
Sack Sara camp 
Leyla: The point is not that us MEN are 
trashing her column .. .its not even a gender 
issue .. .if she was complete in her coverage and 
actually had some half way stimulating com-
ments or outlooks, rather than mediocrity, I 
would praise the fact the CHRONICLE found 
such a person ... But If you want to throw gender 
into the mix, then you are picking a fight that 
has no bearing on the issue ... Talent is Talent, 
regardless of sex. 
Posted by Goateed Enigma 
Via the Chronicle interactive forom 
Eileen La Valle: What 
Chronicle fans want 
Who is that Eileen chick? She's hot, hot, 
hot! You guys should feature more of her! 
Posted by Not needed 
Via the Chronicle interactive forum 
Ditto 
Re: That hot copy editor 
I agree! How 'bout a full page spread? 
Posted by JB 
Via the Chronicle interactive forum 
Defending the Tea Man 
In Reply to: re:the state of my college newspa-
per posted by Jed Clampett on October 2 1, 
1997 
Dear Mr. Clampett, I must disagree with 
you and give a hardy hand to Sam Walters and 
his "makin' tea" soapbox-it's pretty quick. 
The Chronicle, however, could do with some 
better copy-editing. It has unsightly waxy 
comma buildup. (The punctuation, in general, 
is in dire need of some sweet and tenda' loving 
care.) 
Posted by susie cream cheese 
Via the Chronicle interactive forum 
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BYAMY PUGH 
"DELUSIONS OF GRANDEUR" 
I just hung up the phone with my friend Beth. She's getting 
married. "Kudos!" I said. for she has accomplished something I' m 
now thoroughly convinced I never will. To sum that up in one sen-
tence-she has mel, dated, fell in love with, and will now spend the 
rest of her life with a nonnal man. 
By God, I have a lot 10 offer! I am gainfully employed, 
attend an institution of higher learning. have my o wn place, and 
leave it frequently with the hopes o f socializing with sane members 
of the opposite sex. Needless to say, I am single. 
On bad days I envision my future and it involves me in a 
rocking chair fussing over my 60 or 70 pel cats, smoking ciga-
rettes, and buying decorative plates with Gone With The Wind 
themes from the Home Shopping Network. However, since a life 
of Bcnadryl (the cats) and cable access channels ho ld no real 
appeal, I then proceed to fantasize about "MAN." 
"MAN" is nice. No. wait a minute- he's a nice, single, 
straight . intelligent, sensitive man who doesn't hate his mother, 
take Proznc. or have a fetish for small animals. Someone who calls 
when he says he will (give or take a week-<:ome on, it's still a 
guy). didn't recently order " Hooked on Phonics" because he 
thought it was high time he learned to read , tolerates my family. 
and doesn't chill the red wine. (By the way. forget nattery. A job 
and a voter's regis tration card will take you everywhere). 
My single s isters are reading this and thinking that I'm def-
initely suffering from delusions of grandeur. or I have a problem 
with crack. "MAN" does not exist. Bes ides. if he does. he is no 
longer "MAN.'' but has clawed hi s way up the dating food chain 
and is now referred to as "CATCH o f the CEN11JRY" or "HUS-
BAND" by some other fortunate man or woman. In layman's 
terms: I'm not going to date him. Ever. 
As I stroll down memory lane o f men gone by. at least I can 
say I've learned something. Do the 12-step program terms 
"enabler" and "co-dependant" ring any bells? Thought so. I know 
I do n' t want another man who thinks I need parenting. acts like 
my child. or worse yet, my master. Since I have a 
father. no children that I am aware of. and am not Barbara Eden. 
I find these qualities less than desirable in the soul mate dcpan-
men I. 
No. I will not be home before the streetlights come on. cui 
the crusts o ff your bologna sandwiches. or do my impression of 
June Cleavcr-scruhbing the toi let with a cheery smile. What I 
will do IS be there for you whenever you need me. listen while you 
talk about your day. trus t you. respect you. and tell you I love you 
regularly. 
Not every one of my boyfriends has been a dysfunct ional trek 
through hell. In fact. many were OK guys. just not the OK guy for 
me. I don ' t know what 11 is. but for the first time 1n my 25 years I 
am feeling the urge to settle down. I'm not talking about marriage 
or (God help me) reproduction. but I'm tired of finding myself at 
the bar ' Ill all hours. Th is 4 a.m.-pany-likc-a rock star bit is wear-
ing me out! I'm looking for a man with a Blockbuster membership 
and a comfortable pair of sweats. As pathetic as thai may sound to 
some. I no longer care what kind o f car a man drives or ho w fancy 
h1s clothes are. If he 's nice. he's mine. 
Things rank and gross in college nature 
By Paul J, LeBlanc 
Colorado Daily 
College presidents bill aimed at and administra-
tors across the country are engaged in the anxious 
yearly ritual of seeing where their schools fall in 
the newest spate of college rankings and buyer's 
guides. It's no small matter. 
This year's high school seniors are getting seri-
ous now about what college they' II attend, and 
juniors are beginning to receive the deluge of 
glossy marketi ng materials, personalized letters, 
and videos essential to college recruiting. 
Though they hate the word, administrators are " 
selling," and the annual howls of protest from the I 
ow-ranking (or the unranked) are sweeping across 
newspapers, magazines, and the Internet. Most 
protest that ranking colleges is presumpwous and 
impossible, given the uniqueness of institutions. 
Alma College, which moved up in the much 
debated US News and World Report ran kings, once 
spent S 12,000 on a survey in an effort to persuade 
other colleges not to panicipate. Reed College, a 
fine liberal arts college recently extolled in The 
Wall Street Journal, refuses to cooperate. Many 
members of my staff at Marlboro College in 
Marlboro, Vt., were chagrined at our ranking in 
one recent national publicatio n, frustrated that our 
"scores" in various categories told a very incom-
plete story about the institution of which they are 
so proud. 
But we are wrong to be rankled. We must all 
grapple with the business of higher education: mar-
keting. selling, development, and the politics of 
funding. Lowly analogy that it seems, we have 
come to resemble car dealers in our initial relation-
ship with prospective students and parents. Our 
marketing materials are increasingly sophisticated, 
targeted, and expensive. We advertise in the 
Sunday papers and hold open houses. We make 
claims about our value in terms that resist analysis 
and quantification. We bargain and discount 
through financial-aid packaging, and we ask for 
very large financial commitments. 
Students and parents have bcco ms. and when 
we are confronted with uncomfortable information 
about our schools. we feel like the car salesman. 
crestfallen when customers walk in with Consumer 
Reports in hand. 
Why shouldn't colleges be evaluated and even 
ranked? They should. But some commonly used 
criteria make liule sense. "Reputation." for exam-
ple. is measured by name recognition among col-
lege presidents. That 's why I'm inundated with 
publications from institutions. My peers hope I'll at 
least know their name when the next survey cross-
es my desk. 
Spending per student. retention, loan burden, 
alumni giving, and other indicators do provide 
comparable information about colleges. They just 
don ' t tell you everything. Marlboro College does-
n't usually fare well in the "reputation" category. A 
degree from Swarthmore or Amherst will indeed 
be held in higher esteem by many than will a 
degree from Marlboro. But it says less about one's 
educational experience at those fine institutions 
than about their name 
The peer reputation ranking doesn't tell you 
anything about Marlboro's reputation amona grad-
uate schools, where we send 60 percent of our 
graduates, well over the national average of about 
26 percent. Nor does it speak to a college's reputa-
tion among such organizations as the John D. and 
Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, which recent-
ly chose Marlboro as one of only six colleges in the 
nation that "show a certain genius in how they edu-
cate students." 
Take another example: Marlboro ranks I 2th 
from the top for the amount of student debt upon 
graduation. That looks bad, but what that ranking 
doesn' t say is that our graduates have the lowest 
loan default rate of any school in our home state, 
and that includes some wealthy competition. The 
same survey that makes us cringe at student debt 
indicates Marlboro is third in the nation for having 
the smallest classes, and fifth in alumni giving. 
But guides serve some tremendously valuable 
functions. 
First, since the essence of the college selection 
process is finding the best match between sl, the 
rankings can help screen out the bad matches. For 
example, with 270 students, Marlboro is one of the 
smallest colleges in the nation - too small for 
many students. If that one piece of objective data 
helps us narrow our efforts to those who might 
legitimately apply, we have been rendered a valu-
able service, as have the students who might have 
otherwise trekked up to Vermont only to discover 
the place wasn' t the right fit. 
Second, having uncomfortable information 
made so public should spur necessary improve-
ment. 
Finally, college surveys and guides are an 
opportunity to begin a meaningful dialogue with 
parents and students. I welcomed the cballenge 
recently posed to me over the phone by the father 
of a prospective student. With a new college survey 
at his side. he asked, "Why should we pay all of 
this money when you are ranked in the fourth tier 
of liberal arts colleges?" · 'l' 
I didn't argue with the ranking, but I told him 
the rest of our story. I noted that other guides fill in 
other pieces of who we are, such as our listings in 
Money magazine's Best Buys List and Loren 
Pope's Colleges That Change Lives. 
I invited him and his daughter to visit and judge 
for themselves. They came, spent a day on campus, 
and seemed genuinely impressed. 
We won' t know for a while if his daughter will 
apply, but the father knows us now and the starting 
point of our relationship was a debatable college 
ranking. I'll take that opportunity every time. 
Lovelorn Search For Success With Opposite Sex 
By Greg J..abu 
K•ntuclcy Kund 
random in hopes of muking a love connection. 
This technique might seem romantic were it not also a s tandard used by perverts and 
s talkers everywhere. 
Recently. a friend o f a fnend approached me fur adv1ce . II seems that somewhere 
along the road of hfc. he had lost his way and wa.• looking for someo ne In te ll him The 
Secret. 
The Secret mean~ d1fferen1 lhmg' 1<> t.hffercnl people. Some search for inner peace 
and enhghtenmenl. 
Othcn. hke my~lf, arc sausfied With a reall y good rec1pe for chicken salad. 
My acquamtancc. however. wa.' !oCCking nc 11hc r enhghlenrnenl nor chicken salad. 
Loke almust all \ Ingle guys I' ve met . h1' QueM wa' fur success Willi the oppos ite sex. 
The mmy C>f th" gual "thalli's •c lf-dcfealmg. Oy '>Ccking approval frnm the female 
pupulcJU• nf the world. yuu ha ve aulomatlcally duumcd yourself II> fa1lure. 
r, ven the • l1ghtc\ l effort un your pan 1<> wm uvcr the g1rl nf your dreums will only 
c<~me """"' a.• a d1 splay u f yCJur pathetic dc,pcrallun. 
Nc.w, I' m sure a number u f lovelorn Rmncm nul there arc nodding their heads in 
agrccrncnl 
f)(tcn have they I ned IO WI HI a I a•~ Wllh their affccllllll only In he shot down in names 
hy a crat.cd •hc -notclo At lca•t, that 1• 1he 1r pcrspcclove. 
But as a manoed man, who lu" hecu 1101 o f the "game" for a few ycnrs now, I huvc 
gamed a more ohjcclovc puont o f v1ew. 
I ha ve ~~cen the noethods o f courtsfup pre ferred hy II IIIIIY hnchelcus uud it IS uulprcl-
ly 
I ~l tc '"an example a geulleman whn come~ lo my wmk place d11ily looklnH fm nfTec-
111111 fr fiiO OOC: o f my empltoycc•. lwcry clay, he COllie~ 1111d greet• her on hc ucled k11ec Jlr<l• 
d~11111ng, " I' m 11<11 worthy." 
()I ~ouroc, lloc g1rl know• 111111 ulready She kuow• th nl hecnu~e I he (lUY comes every 
1lay If he had a lofe. he would be: unahle to luke tln>c I rom In• husy schedule to yenullecl 
cl:uly m the lol>l•y ''' a lm•111e•• c•tuhh•hmcnl. 
Auutlocr fellow I Illit-e kucw onudc II II prnc locc Ill cull wrl• I nun lhc phone h<M >k Ill 
What is a girl supposed to think when you inform her that she won your little phone 
book lo ltery'! Altho ugh it may not seem obvious to the average single guy. the action 
impl ies a cer1uin desperation. 
A numher of guys I know nrc turning to the Internet to find their sweetheart. The 
problem is that there oren 't 11 lot of wo men using the technology for the same purposes. 
Titc end result : 11 lot of guys gening ho t and bothered over other guys pretending to 
be: wo men. 
I am not hnngmg up this subject to ridicule single guys. Instead, I offer a solution, for 
I 100 hnve hccn out there. 
My lo ve life was u lunglcd mess of lost dreams and broken vows. 
There wns my short-lived murringc to Pretty Woman Julin Roberts, of course. Then I 
rebounded hy living with Drew Bnrrymo n: in n loft above her favorite bi-sexual strip 
club. 
Before I kucw it. I wus just nnulhcr "hoy toy" for the Hollywood elite. I knew I had 
hit rock honom whcu I found myself cngugcd to Chcr. 
As muny of ynu will recnll , I disuppcun:d on the dny of our wedding to cleur my head 
in the mnunlnins of ' li het. II wns during 1h111 time thnt I hnd n lifo-chunging rcnlizution: 
I spent entirely tuu much energy loo king for Ms. Right. 
In su doin11. I wus projecting nn nir of dcsporntion thut women cun smell a milo awll)'. 
So I lcurnc•ltn relux und kl thiii!IS hnppen on their own. Let me tell you guys. it was 
like 11 (l iuul nnti-dcspcrnlion dctKiornnl . 
U(K>n my reluru frnm Til>ct, I qukkly found the girl of IllY dl'\lluns. Of course,. ho was 
dull Ill! my munuunte sn I mnrrlcd some nther girl. 
Uu1 we' ve hccn huppy. Amll>esl n f ull , I've he<ln nhlc to Sfl'lnd mon~ time scan:hina 
rnr thnt chicken sulud reel(><:. 
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O.K. Fine. Depending on how insecure I feel 
from week to week, I may or may not address my hate 
mail (note: letter writing supporters of Makin ' Tea 
will receive honorable mention the column/higher 
grades/oral delight). Though I'd have to be fee ling vul-
nerable bordering on hemophiliac to be wounded by this 
particular scrap of mail, it is the first piece of criticism 
I' ve received period, so I' ll deign to answer it in the care-
ful , reasoned manner befitting an aspiring journalist. Yes, 
to take a lesson from Christ, I'll tum the other cheek ... so 
you can kiss that one too. 
know, because asshead was either too lazy, or perhaps too 
exhausted from writing his taxing letter to put forth any 
specific points (though I'm sure I' ll receive a rather 
detailed letter from him next week). So I' ll hazzard a few 
guesses as to what about "Makin' Tea, or Drinkin' Tea or 
whatever the hell it's called" bothers him so. 
Makin' Tea isn't real Journalism: True enough. 
"By the way- Makin' Tea, or Drinkin ' Tea or 
whatever the hell it's called has GOTto go."-Jed 
Clampett · 
I got the fi rst piece of mail regarding my column 
last week. I couldn' t be more thrilled . I've been writing 
in the Chronicle for over two months -starting last year 
as an unwanted guest columnist- and this is the first I' ve 
heard about it. You know, I was beginning to wonder. So 
far, during my brief tenure, I' ve: threatened the elderly: 
cracked pedophilic jokes: derided God and religion: and 
sprayed my paragraphs from wall to wall with reeking 
double-entendres and sexual metaphors. Good or bad, I 
thought my writing was probably offensive enough to 
elicit some responses. This isn' t something I strive for, 
it's j ust a fact, like your armpits smelling. But until now, 
I' ve heard absolutely bupkis. So you can imagine my 
excitement at discovering someone had actually read my 
column ... and hated it. 
Ha, ha-l can' t even pretend. I'm an overly sen-
sitive, hatefu l, little super-ball of a man; the slightest 
affront sends me ricocheting off the walls uncontrollably. 
So "Jed", I'm giving you and all the other clever dicks 
fa ir warning: anyone who uses a pseudonym in a letter 
ripping me will be referred to from hereon as "asshead". 
I mean-what the hell is that?! "Jed Clampett"; what are 
you the hillbilly scourge of the press? I sign my name to 
my column. Worse, I affix my picture to it. Think what 
this means for me. "Ooh baby, you' re that ass-joke g_u.)'- I 
.i.\!.~ /ooovvve -~-jiJk_es." Not bloody likely. So, NO 
r.sEUDON y MS!! 
It's a weekly collection of personal observations, anec-
dotes, B.S., and recipes probably best classified as 
"humor" and occasionally qualifying as "satire". It's not 
strict journalism, that's why it runs on the Opinion Page. 
It was once printed on the editorial page, but this was 
completely inappropriate, albeit funny as hell. 
Makin' Tea is stoopid and juvenile~ Maybe, but 
I'm only twelve. ' 
I often don' t see the purpose of Makin' Tea: 
Often I don' t either. So what? I don 't shoot for substance 
or relevance, I think that's something you arrive at. I 
think humor for humor's sake is O.K. Anything else is 
icing. Unqualified laughter is as valid and significant as 
any other life experience. All I'm trying to do is tickle 
your funny bone, or your tummy, or whatever part of 
your anatomy it is that makes you giggle, and help you 
pass your day along pleasantly. Whatever part .. .I'll touch 
it. .. I'll bring my gloves ... I'm willing ... love me ... please. 
The problem with asshead's letter is that it gives 
me very little to comment on. In fact, without any fol-
lowing critique te frame it, "has GOTto go" remains 
almost as ambiguous as it is run together. Sometimes I've 
"GOTto go" to work , or "GOTto go" to the bathroom-
that could be his point. Or maybe he's encouraging me as 
in Sam "has GOTto go" 'cause baby he was born to run! 
But I think he probably just doesn't like me. Why, I don' t 
P.S. Regarding Sara on sports: A woman -not 
a girl asshead- sports columnist catching undue 
amounts of flak? Who'd a thunk it. 
Universities should continue to 
require tests for admission 
By Staff Editorial 
The Baylor LAriat 
As of the Fall semester of 1998, a new law in Texas will go into 
effect that will let high school students who graduate in the top 10 per-
cent of their class out of taking the SAT or ACf exams. 
It is hoped that the new law will promote di versity on college cam-
puses now that the Hopwood decision no longer lets colleges consider 
race as an admissions option. Most colleges were troubled with finding 
a way to keep increasing diversity without using prospective students' 
races as a factor. 
The law is reasonable and hopefully it will increase minority num-
bers on college campuses. If the plan works, standardized testing may 
become a thing of the past. All students should meet certain require-
ments before being admitted to a college or university. Currently, 
Baylor requires that prospective students take a standardized test to be 
considered for admission. Standardized tests such as the SAT and ACf, 
however, are problematic for a number of reasons. 
First, not all students score well on the tests. Even an outstanding 
student can receive a low score on both tests. Vice-versa, a poor stu-
dent can receive a high grade on the SAT and ACf. 
Also, students are spending money on programs to help them earn 
higher scores on standardized tests. Shouldn't the education they have 
been receiving throughout their lives be enough to help them do well 
on these tests? What colleges are seeing from these test scores isn't 
really a measure of a student's knowledge, but of how well they man-
aged to maneuver the test. These SAT and ACf training programs and 
books teach students tricks on how to do well. 
However, some form of standardized testing should still be required 
for all students applying to colleges. The current system does need 
reform, but some measure is needed. 
Not all high schools have the same level of education. Whereas one 
school might have a lenient program, another school might require col-
lege level work from their students. Therefore, it would be harder for 
students from more difficult schools to graduate in the top 10 percent 
of their class, even though they may be better students than those 
attending other schools. Having one system to measure students 
against each other is the only way for a college to equally consider all 
students for admission. 
Promoting diversity on college campuses is necessary, but excusing 
students from taking the SAT or ACf is not the way to do this. Until a 
new standardized testing system is developed, all high school students 
who plan on attending college should still be required to take the SAT 
or ACf. 
With L i b erty a nd Urinary Free dom for 
A ll. 
or Wh ere I S I. P. Free l y ? 
By Wilfred Brandt 
Correspondent 
"You put your hand up on my hip, when I dip 
you dip we dip". Ah, Freak Nasty, truer words 
were never spoken on the radio airwaves. But let's 
think, shall we? Upon closely examining this juicy 
little bit of lyrical poetry, one begins to wonder-
what exactly is "the dip"? How can I go about get-
ting my very own "dip"? What are the social and 
economic ramifications of a so-called "dip"? How 
does the "dip" feel about the rise in use of crystal 
meth among teenagers? And most importantly, 
where oh where has the dip been my whole life, 
you sexy sexy thang! 
Most likely, the two people that read The 
Chronicle are wondering right now what any of 
this has to do with urination. Patience Clem and 
Scooter. My point is simple. We Americans have a 
lot of freedoms . We have the freedom to vote. We 
have the freedom to bear arms. We even have the 
freedom indulge at our leisure in the victimless 
crime of "the dip". But one thing is not free. Uncle 
Sam has kept one privilege just out of arms reach. 
That one freedom that Big Brother has denied us, 
is so deeply ingrained in us all, it should be a 
given. This freedom I speak of. is the liberty to let 
loose with the frothy urine that bubbles over in our 
very own bowels. 
I have seen filmstrips and photographs of the 
days of segregation, one of our nation's greatest 
shames. Black and White Americans separated 
into different public drinking fountains and wash-
rooms. But my shame hath turned to rage when I 
realized that these people actually had public 
washrooms! Many's the nights I've wandered the 
cold streets of downtown Chicago, full belly in 
hand, looking for a measly porta potty or even a 
low sink to wiggle my feather in, but no. In the big 
city, young urban professionals must have found a 
way to turn urine into Cafe Mocha Lotte, because 
there are no public facilities to be found . Wait. I 
take that back, there is one. Inside the Music Mart 
on the comer of Jackson and State. That's it. If 
you' re downtown, you'd better be in the school 
buildings or patronizing a store when you feel the 
urge to drain the lizard (how come there's no cool 
phrases for when girls urinate?) 
Speaking of women, that's a whole other sticky 
subject. I often get down on my knees and thank 
God that because of the dangly John Thomas 
between my legs, I at least have the option of pub-
lic urination. Women need to secure a good hiding 
spot in which to squat while they do the deed. 
Stumbling home from the bar late at night, I sim-
ply have to find a large telephone pole, tree, 
garbage dumpster or hobo to stand behind. Men 
also have the convenience of being able to zip up 
at a moment's notice and mumble something to the 
arresting officer about digging for a pack of 
Rolaids in their pocket. (My favorite gig was 
always going out to my car and pretending that the 
key didn't fit in the door as I whizzed away merri-
ly) Women however, require much more time and 
preparation to compose themselves after they 
relieve themselves. To be honest, I quite enjoy 
making my water outside. But unfortunately, the 
propaganda machines have created quite a social 
stigma around it. So for now, I must do my busi-
ness indoors. 
And for heaven's sake, what about when one 
has to push out a #2? As aggravating as a little pee 
in the CfA station may seem, at least it's not a 
steaming loaf. Plus. at least with a# I you can cross 
your legs and hold it for an extended amount of 
time. In fact, some Buddhist monks and former 
Police lead singer Sting have been known to bottle 
it for up to FOUR WHOLE MONTHS! A #2 is 
much more demanding. Once that tip's out. you 
better make your way to the Head. No questions 
asked. 
So the next time you're voting, or bearing arms. 
or sneaking in a little "dip"; think about how many 
freedoms you have. Be grateful, take advantage of 
them. Smile, huff some paint thinner and go jet ski-
ing. And then think about the one freedom you 
don' t have. Big Brother is watching you. 
Got a quest ion for all of Columb ia o r the Chron ic le? 
0 r do you j us t I i ke b a b b I i n g about some t h i n g 
someone wnl respond? 
to see 
http :/www5 .interaccess .com/chronicl e- go t he re. 
Seek thee out o.ur message boa rd. 
if 
It's the only free and open Web forum Columb ia- or a t 
least the Chronicle- offers. 
W Photography :\'o\ l'lllht·r .\ J')«J7 
Dance Center Hosts Dance Africa 
By Horae" Toombs 
Staf!Writa 
1bc Dance Center of Columbia College kicked off its seventh annual Dance 
Africa festival with a dedication to Caribbean Connections on Friday Oct.24 at the 
Med inah Temple. 
1bc Caribbean Connections arc dance tics between African and Caribbean tradi-
tions. An example of tho s style is calypso. which was created by African slaves en 
route 10 the Caribbean. This stimulating dance f01m is rich in African and Latino 
onnuenccs. and oncorporatcd dances that were passed down from generation to gen-
erauon from Africa. 
Master of ceremonies Chuck Davis. who brings his amiable style to the celebra-
tion each year. started the festival by making the crowd feel right at home. He 
encouraged the capacity audience to become acquainted with each other by having 
them ontroducc themselves to seven different people . This was follo wed by the pn>-
cession of eldcr ·s and the programs mo ving, opening memorial that payed respect to 
the community's deceased. 
1bc dovcr..c onnuences of Chicago-based Sundance Productions jump stans the 
cxhoblloon by hoghhghung the "Crop Over Festival,'' an intoxocatong and stimulating 
movement featunng a dozen or more performers. One spectacular performance was 
the lombo performed by Cheryle Grat.clle. She smoothly s lithered her way under two 
modest placongs of the bar. Moments later she sent the audocncc onto frcn q when 
' he nawlessly shd underneath the bar when it was on ly a few onchc> off the ground. 
~untu Dance Group'> performance of Djalh Dong. meaning "the Dance of the 
DJalloe,·· (the gro oL~ or o ral histonan\), staned with a quiet and dark s tillness. ·nlCn. 
v.oth a harmonwus chorale to Maroc Brooks Pan-Carobhean Dan'e~. the dancers 
tv. orlong move\ and spark long outfits were used to camounage the dancers on the 
' "'"1' . dop' a.od c orcle \ Tlm colo rful and sleek lookong costumes rcprcsentthc tradi-
toonal no v.er o f the Canhbean. " the hohoscus." 
The ~aJwa Dance troupe os a combo nation o f dan'e~ backed hy a fanta., toc four· 
man mu\lt cn\Cmble. whoch create' lofe through dance and musoc. ·nlCy perfonned u 
c<Jiorful and enchantong dance of the Wolof people from Senegal. The group\ cos-
tume' w n"' tcd of layered robes and headdre"es whoch displayed paosley, squnres 
and other vohrant panern' on turquoo,e. fuchsoa, yellow, brown and bla,k. 
BcfCJre the show carne 10 a -creedung hall. Ganh Fagan's Dan'e Troupe ">etot 
o ff ' agaon wotlo the 'peed o f modern dance. the lllno-centercd energy of Afrc>-
Carohhe;'" and tllC graccfulne" of hallet. H" dance number "From Before" "n ref-
erence to lhc potnl on h" uwn lofe he fore he <tU<hcd hallet, Jlll.l,. tnp and evcrylhon~ 
el<.e " f·lfHTO Ucforc" ' h"w' lhe rnoxlure of Jarnaocan navor nnd the modern <lc>~gn 
In addolol>n II• the Wl>nderful dance P"'8""" wr" lhe vohranl Air""" Mnrkctplncc 
II fe;otutcd rroore lh<on 20 o f lhc fone\1 Afrocan , Afru.('arohhenn nnd Afrocnn Amcrocnn 
artt\fln\ .., huwt.a".lng tl1cH ware' and d1,playang their emil\ 1\l~o~u, With u vancty of 
tk:llt w uto ftKJ(I\ ''' t.ht)\C frwu . one Loulcl Jll 'il wulk around unJ listen to the ~rent 
Aftl(.(lll \(JUtHir.. 
fJi1flt.C Afnta '"' lrl''' c than a danl c l tl chratum 'Jl•crc nrc over 4~ cvcuts 1ndud 
lriY. publu.. prov,ramli, 'K.houl ptc\CntallfHl\ , c.. omiTIIHHIY work,hnp" nnd <~~~CIIHIUtr\ 
Wh:..t '' -.J,t, uruquc atw.ut IJum.c Afncn PI how people were drc"xcd If) their own trn 
dllormall(r;oh 
'11M: ft vc datllC frt•UJ~ ' dcmora,trulcd fUI' ' "'"· rcvcrcru .. c nud "PIIIIunl•ty thnt 
t ' Hoc' htHH the hc:•rt . '"ul and ruuuJ of Afro ( 'n11hhcnu dunce ·nu-. pcrformnn~c 
i" ~" ;, "'"' '*Jf' t.clchraiHua of Ahu.:uu Jlp,tur y nud (.. Uitwc. 'flu" yc1u n luurth !Chow 
" -' :vl<le<ll..-1 :ou <:e tof luy. lo •ale• nnd I here " tulk o l ou ldony. n loflh •how ncxl ycuo 
fJ;ot•cr Afrot oo l'l;oyed ft11rro Oti 24 lhr<~to£11 Oct 211 nlthc Medmnh Tetuplc, loiMI 
N W;e)-,;, ~h /wr 
~
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12 FEATlJI{ES 1\;oycmht-r .~. I 'J4J7 
An01her first date. I haven't had o ne of those in a 
while- aho ut six months. On my last first date ... well I 
wa~n ' t really impressed w ith the conversation and what-
" ''' · hut he was kinda cute (and s till is). so I went o ut with 
h11n a few more times. But then. he s topped calling . No 
,•,planatio n o r any thing. the phone calls and visits j ust 
~tnpp<'d. I don't kno w why and hy now I don't really 
;.Ire-mostl y hecause this weekend I went o n a date with 
.1 guy who 's taller. darker and even hettcr look ing . 
You sec. as I'm writing this I have n 't actually gone o n 
the date. but I can't stop thinking about it. 
I' II admit that I had high hopes for this date. a s I would 
with any date- it's not like I have a date every Saturday 
mght (or every Tuesday night. I used to have some 
Tuesday night thing with some guy who my,tcriously lost 
1n1en:s t and forgo t to tell me about 11. I'm not fragile o r 
s tup1d . so g uys. please don't he afraid to tell me whe n it 's 
JUSt no t the re fo r you anymo re . I'm a hig g1rl. I can take 
It) . 
In anti Cipatio n of thiS rare fi rst date. I was completely 
mt·apable o f concentrating o n an ything fo r mo re than I 0 
seconds . What's the point o f a fir.t date a nyway '! To get 
to know eac h other. to sec if there's e no ugh interest for a 
second date? Oh great, that amou nts to what is. essential-
ly. an audition. 
The date/audit ion was set for Saturday night at some 
dub called Red Dog. meaning that I would have to dance 
my way into hi s heart. 
Tuesday. after I'd hcen off the pho ne with him fo r all 
of five minutes. I started deciding what c lo thes and shoes 
to wear. what to do with my hair, how much make-up to 
wear so's not to loo k s lutty or desperate and which seduc-
tive sce nt would seal my hid for that second date. 
Immediate ly. I knew I'd he wearing my hootchie-
mama. firs t-date -and-guaranteed- to -get-a -second-date 
pants. They always work . But . then I put them o n and 
decided that they make me look way too skinny. Since I 
wasn't at home I had to me ntally inventory everything in 
both m y and m y roommate's closets. I settled o n baggy. 
blue denim overalls. a tiny (but warm) top and lim berland 
boots. I figured I'd he comfor1able and st ill kinda cute 
without looking sic kly o r a norexic. 
The next morning, my roommate a nd fashio n c ritic 
axed that o utfit. "You can 't wear that. You 've los t too 
much weight. You'll loo k like you're wearing a paper 
sack.'' she said . 
So I was back to the tight . blac k hootchie-mama pants, 
o nl y now I didn't have a top to wear with it (he might like 
that tho ugh). hut figured that I would settle on something 
at least five m inutes hefore he rang the buzzer, leaving 
him to suffer through small talk w ith my roommate and 
her phys icist boyfriend while I finished applyi ng my 
make up. 
I haven 't gone o ut with anyone in a while. so it hadn 't 
occurred to me to do a nything different cosmetically until 
I had a new guy to 1111press. I' ve been wearing the same 
shade o f cheap lipstic k for two years, but sudde nly it was 
all wrong for this date. I actually went o ut and bought a 
brand new kissable shade ( that looks g reat, by the way). 
By Wednesday, l was all set. I knew exactly what I'd 
look l ike when I left m y house Saturday night, but then, a 
new worry plagued me: W hat if I didn't like him? I knew 
from the moment I saw him that I was totally physically 
attracted to him- Mr. Dark and Lovely. But w hat about 
the rest o f him? I knew that I liked the sound of his voice 
o n the telephone and he seemed bright enough. 
All kinds o f things can go w ro ng o n a first date though. 
Before I bought those first-date-a nd- guaranteed-to-get-a-
second-date pants things always went wrong. What if my 
pants d idn ' t work anymore, I wondered. What if the 
magic has worn off? Or what if he thinks I look s ickly and 
tells me so? 
By Thursday. I became so worried that I developed a 
headac he over a date that was s ti ll two days away. I star1-
ed to think about my sister. well, actually she 's my half 
sister a nd this guy's fi rs t cous in . She's related to both o f 
us. The situatio n had gotten way too sticky- ! was going 
o n a date with a guy who was a lmost a relative. How did 
I get myself into this anyway? 
Oh yeah. I nirt shamelessly. And I was flir1i ng shame-
lessly the night o f my cousin 's wedding reception where I 
saw this fella-dancing the night away with some psyc ho 
hootchic-mama with hair dyed too blo nd fo r he r skin tone 
(sure sign of a hootc hic . in case you didn' t already kno w 
that). It was all of 40 degrees that night and she wore in a 
spaghe tti-strapped minidress . And the whole night, she 
wouldn't let me get within three feet o f him, leaving me 
to dance with m y cous ins. my little brother and his girl-
friend. 
But Saturday night, Mr. Dark and Lovely was all mine. 
And I ho pe I liked it. 
Siskel Flicks Picks For The Week Of Nov. 3, 1997 ler. and a savvy veteran direclor who dreams o f making art. The early rave reviews accorded 
lhis film suggest a significance that I. however. 
did not encounter. What does linger are the per-
formances, panicularly the lead work of Bun 
Reynolds. as well as Mark Wahlberg. the rap-
.smgcr·tumcd· aclor who couldn't be better a5 
I he ingenue stud. R. * * * ~ 
physically challenged in an effor1 to confront 
their weaknesses. This boot camp for the brain 
involves a great deal of planning on the par1 of 
the management of the company that developed 
the game. But as soon as you figure that out. the 
movie's real drama is lost. R. * * ~ . (RATINGS: The mov1cs hsted below arc 
ra1cd accordmg 10 I he followmg key: 4 Slars-
<>cellenl. .l stars- good: 2 slars - fJir: I star 
- poor.) 
Our FLICK OF THE WEEK IS " Rtd 
Corntr:· ~ hach as notcwonhy o nly as a poht1· 
cal ac1 by actor R1chard Gcre and cenaml y not 
as a film. A slmpk·mmdcd. obvaous attack on 
"" hat pa5(.('S for the Chmcsc cn mmal JU<.!Jcc 
~' \lcm. ·· Red Corner " fi.I.J T(i Gcrc as an 
Amcncan attoflle~ m BeiJing on bus1ncss who 
IS accused of ra p1ng: and murdcnng a Chmesc 
model 
\l uch 10 hiS horror. he finds h1mself 10 a 
tncl t'tag m \lrohach C\ Cn h1s O\olln defense attor-
ncy see ms to be out to na1l h1m. 11us results m 
stcntonan speec hes by Gcrc an wh1ch he 
excla1ms lhe hkes of. 'The defense altorney IS 
supposed to reprcscnl the accused. no1 lhe 
state!" Or. ' 'Assuming the rule means h~tcnmg 
to lhe facts." The passion may he real . hut the 
words arc arch mov1c dialogue. 
The Chmesc government . which hao;; com-
plained ahout Hollywood's current ponray.>l nf 
Chane.~ matters, has hlllc to fear from " Red 
Comer " A bcller film on the same ~uhJCC I 
"hould Oc us concern. R * Jt 
BOOGIE NIGHTS. A t>eauufully made 
survey of '70s excess. fillen:d lhrough lhe 
lra.shy -..orld o f 1he burgeon10g porno film 
10duS1ry 10 Southern Cahfom m. We meet a 
young male '>tar, a crestfallen mother o f a ~tar· 
Columbia College's 
Echo Magazine. 
Release Party 
Friday, November 7, 1997 
Hokin Annex 
5 p.m. 7:30p.m. 
$3.00 Admission 
Live Entertainment/Refreshments 
Do1t't mit t tile '"II"'' to 
v&lle witll ,,,, , , ., B'llo 111111 
' ' ''ive yot~r ow" 'oiJv of tile 
ftiiiiJIIZirtl! 
CRITICAL CARE. An amus10g look at 
the hospital industry. with James Spader play-
Ing a young doctor stunned by the lectures on 
overcharg10g he is given by the nearly senile 
ch1cf of his ho~p1tars critical-care facilit y. 
Alhen Brooks 10 heavy makeup steal• lhe sho w 
as the venal doctor m charge. R .. * • • 
T HE DEVIL'S ADVOCATE. An outra-
gams New York law firm drama with big per-
formances by AI Pacino as a would-be kmg of 
the h1ll and Keanu Reeves. an undcrrrated tal-
col I heheve. as a sman So u1hern lawyer h1red 
ostcnsahly 10 be Pacano's protege. 1llc film i.s as 
cntcnamang for 1t"s Tom Wolfe-like dcpacticm of 
nch. ~uccc.'"ful ew YorkcB as for MY of its legal 
machanallon\. Most entcrtaming. R. * * * Jt 
THF. F.DGE. What " Dav1d Mamct 's ele-
gantly hlunt dtalogue doing an a mo vtc lake 
lh"' Anlhony l·lopk10s plays a supremely 10tel-
llgc:nt htlhonaare who accompantcs ht .s spc:clac-
ular model w1fc CElie Macpherson) on an 
Al3'kan w11J cmc-. <hool and ends up gmng 
··mano-a-mano" "'""h her stud photographer 
(Ale.: Aaldw1n) Both men also go " mano-a-
cia" .. wuh a h1g hear. " ho nd1culou•ly gels the 
far"t on-..,crcrn c rt-dat as the mo .. 1c cnd.s. The 
cndan~ of the f'ICIUfC IS ,1 l"OIO nap a.~ (U who 
'>hall li ve and .... ho. 1f anyone. shall <.he Th.at It 
make \ no thffc rcnre a nd that 1hc chou.:e ~cm"l 
\ (1 ;uhatr.ary onl y mc.hcatc"l our lar k of antcre5t 
' " the rharactcr~ R • • ~ 
FAIRY TALE: A TRUE STORY. Tim 
t.hah.Jrcn \ o,; tory '" rc.1lly .umcd .H .1 more .tdult 
.1uc.hcnr c. tel lin~ the l .mnful .k.'t:ount of Jn mt:l· 
dent m 191 7 En)!I..Uid .... here .1 r o u plc o l hll lc 
garl \ d.urncc.l IO h a\C \CCn pU.Il" \ 10 .1 ~lrCJnl 
ncar a rchttavc'o,; home Photo)tmph~ .arc t.t~cn 
nnd puhh \hcd . . and some of the lcJdlll~ h~tll "l of 
the d .1y, anl'luc.lm)t SIC ;\nhur C't.111.1n Duyk nnd 
" l'illln)t Amcnr .m aiiU\ Itllll \1 fl.trry H~1Ud1n1 . 
hcc. OIIIC 111\0hed Ill the Cl14;lllll~ IIWC'ill!t.ltHH1 
lllc him ,lr')!lM:" th,tt \lt C rll'l.."'d allu"mns ,\.'i rmu,:h .L~ 
fC.IIIIy. l"M11 th.ll llUh Clfl l"l t~VI(lliSiy ptldlC'd .U tU1 
oltkr .uM.hc.·nu· Ynunt,.ta r h1kln:n. 111 my op1num. 
"'" '" ll\.C m-.kT'II~uk.l thl'" him P(i • • • 
t'OIJR 1.rrru : <:tRJ.~. Sp1ke t..<"C'< I~"'' 
crful tlucurncntury th.u remmd~ ol ,, , ·rll l l ' lll. 
.,:.l h ,llllllll)rl: lll t iiiH."III 1f1 the ('l\11 k1~hh 111\l\(' 
nu: nt the ~ tiWIUtlly ~~mbm,.: ul .1 hl.tc. ~ 
BHIIIIn)th.un. J\!,1. dnm:h ,ul\1 the.· r·c.· ,ult.un 
~llllll)t of t"our t tuhhc.·u \Vh.tt • ~ '~ 11\' ~ol.ll .l i'I\ \UI 
I cr '• wor~ l 'l lh.ttfu., nmtc.·mt~'I ,H V lllh.' t" u.·w~ 
With cyc.-wllllC\'iC\ Ill hJ'hlry .Ill' l'\('11 IIHIIl' 
l 11111pd l111 tz t hu11 th<' VIUI.I)tt" dtlt Ulllt' lll .ll'\ 
IH,!I('II.II Nh MI'I\ J\ t ,ll 111f ••• ~ 
Tilt: f'l ll.l . MO 1'\ . rl1<· 11111 >11<-1 111111 ,,, 
the YC"" ' · to d.th." An11thrt 11m' 11! llw I"'"' 
1\-t.u),!IHCI J h,lh hr t, " \H'. I (' .111 IIIII ti l \1.~11~ ," 
t tlln('.fi(' ,, lh1 11, !IlK' (IIIJIIWII1)l ll )tl"\lllf' o f hud ti ll 
"'trc:· l wot .. r r• wiH• ~,. nmt• up w11h .1 , ,Jiv \' l.tn "' 
1111 ' r mnm·y lllt" lllill('t 'O wall ''""'P tlllt )1.1111\l 
hlr thr ( 'h'l'l"-'11!.lulc'" Furh 'IUJipothtl )t dl.llll\ 
In'" 1111k'hh (', II IHIIl~lf phJ:,hll 'l\ 11 j1\"tl \' t th t' ll)ll 
rl{'(' rrt l Jl11~11'f tl 1111 liM" I IP~I llflk' k • • • ~ 
Tl lfo: C,AMI-: MldHtrl l">.'u ~fu, ' '"''hiiiC'" ,, 
't npt rhnt h mtr H•(I. ll k~ y lllhl thrn unft'ttll 
11 111r ly ohvh•u• '"' I11C"' ( hun('" ' " \ l" IY )l\w."l ;II 
•r llm,.: up II • ptCIHI'I('I ,,, wrll 11• PHut:l•t" ' 
"p•uu r ''' tlw , u y" , ltrllrt\' lr f ltl• \Wfinrlj th,, 
h"IIIIIIH 'I lir("., lylr pf lh('l W~nflhv 111\ (''ltiU\' 111 
hnnkrr Aud thf'n II'• hh h111hduv. t1ml hl'l 
y••un .. c t , !Itt ' ' ' ' .,unl htl'lhrt (Srnn 1\ ,unl h,,., 
•rlrltrtl '' "'""Y 11r n l'tn ,, ~''" '-'('rUfh•tUt"' "'' 
fltUikltaAitnw in A hrnvy ''"'Y II"Y'-'Iu~h ~un,, In 
whilh thr •uhjr, I• tUt" I'"V' nJl''fil'-'"llv '"'"' 
GATIACA. This is a particularly brainy 
and thoughtful science-fiction picture. and 
what a rarity that IS. "Gattaca" is set in a fright-
ening future to be sure - genetic engineering 
of "perfect" babies has resulted in a culture 
that punishes imperfection - but that premise 
IS more than a launching pad for action 
sequences. It 's the very subject of the film. 
lcadmg us to 1ssues we as a society undoubted· 
ly will encounter someday soon. "Gauaca" is 
also great to look at. funny and unpredictable. 
The story IS complicated. Basically. a young 
compu1er whiz (Ethan Hawke) dreams of 
exploring space but IS prevented because he 
was a natural binh with Oaws. So he rt:nts the 
genetic identity of :t. "perfect" young man. who 
was disabled in an accident, hoping to qualify 
for a space mission. The problem is, he must 
fool the secunty system at the outer space-ori-
ented Gauaca Corp. There he meets a beautiful 
co-worker (Uma Thurman) and obviOusly 
makes a connection. PG-13. * * * ~ 
THE ICE STORM. Nothmg less than one 
of the year's best pic lures. a ponrait of wealthy 
Connecucut suburbamtes 111 the 1970s whose 
hvc.s have no emot1onBI or .spantual ruc:kkr. And 
so I hey play sex games and can't relate to their 
~pousc:s or children. Aamles.s~ss rules their 
days. Kcv10 Khne leads an cAcellcnt ensemble 
cast. R **** 
I KNOW WHAT YO DID LAST SUM-
MER. A dreadful mad <lasher fi lm that "orks 
nc1thcr .t.s a thnlkr nor as a comac commentary 
on the genre The v11laan 1n thrs paecc IS ll fish-
crnw.n 10 a s iKker. ra.m hJt. JI'Id J g:tffing hook. 
ThJI's lau)thJble but not funny R * 
KISS THE l; JRLS. Another pomtlcss S<On-
al k1llc r mov1c th.u '< pJnl<·ui.lrly UISJppomllng 
hc-CUUSC I( W.lSIC'~ the l"OOSH.k-ruble talent of I \It O 
m.IJ<>r nrlo rs . Ashley Judd ond Morga n 
Frecm.m ~( (' play~ .1 W.1shm~tun. D.C .. honu-
n c.tc dc.'l<'l' tlvc .mJ 'ihc 1 ~ .1 nk"'Jaf.ll mlcm "'ho 
tc.am up to 111Kk thc ~c.·n .1l ~Ille-r who hJs kuJ-
n.lppt:"l) Fn·cm.m's "''"''c: .ukl .llm~Jst tr,._.k JtKkfs 
f hJrnrter hostnt:t herself P'l~ture.s hk(' thas .1te 
~uml.t r to the .st.lndM\1, t("(' n.t~c. nt..k.l·sl.uh<'r 
flad .. mlhJtlhc) ~..·unnn· t \ltlkll\.·c "'llh S('.X wl\J 
,,I fer mpc: t .. mt.Lii('S R • • 
A J.JH: t.t:"'-~ OROINARY. A m mplclc 
,.\,1 11\',h~o· l.u lurt• "'ath .1 h,,,:~nc)"n.J ph.~ .tkMJI a 
\'\lUplc l ll lln)otd" thrt•.Hl'rl<'\.1 \liolth thc lc.lS.S o( 
thl'lr Wlllio! 'i If tht• t..\ lll ' t ~\'I tW\\ ,'1\"'\lf'lc tlll 
Enrth "' l111l an "''l' .1ml rrm.un t .. ,grthcr. 
t\pp.lrt'flth "thl" t.l)! ~uy" I~ UJl$CI ~~~II It\<' 
'''PI'"""~ dl\orl'l" ntll" Hut mcha th.Ul wnk' 
' nMrt d'·'"""''"' '' """pl."~ the-m m t..'Oflft"lllf"-'lr.ll} 
'lll l.l(hll1'~. thl" "nlr f""' tll thiS Ul('SS '-'~k- (\l~~t\.. 
l'f II \tttfV .I~ lUI ~k.fll.IPI'IIl): .Uk.l fW\.'i\liH "-1-.f h.t\'t" 
lh< ·"'~'''' (11•·1n" l llkk• llll\1 "'~" llunt\"rl tr) 
111 nM~(' th..· l"t"·'l't""r \ lh .. ~u• t.td.;t't"~'w) w-.1 thc-
~hhMf'l"«' {('.unt"f\l-11 0M.t ) t.dl II\ kw('. 1lHS t.S 
pun· ~1Lum 111.11 "'"''ld h.t\\" ~n ~·Ut"r '' nn("n 
Ill II"IIVW\ ... ,1 111 tl'ft'o • '(& ~ • 
TJI't: MA H 'IIMAKI\R. A •·hu11nhl$. 
'I"" l v, fuun\ vut u (1~'"' ,, ""'"""Cf"ll\'~11~ 
~un,.rt Huult\ Md l14..•hth.·c\l ,,,~r>\h\'~ tlh(-
:lh\1:1\ " t"ntrtt ,unin~ l:lt~.u~ Oun'l~h•) 1.\~i.tall"-'t 
h' .:'' ~, .... ~ "' l rt'l1u~l h• 11\.l\.'~ ''''"" n "tl' ln.AA 
n-l ,tti n·"~ tht\ '""'1\aot \1 S 'r""'''r .. ~·~ ~,·~n 
1'·11~11111~ '"' llll~ht h ... ~ '•" th<'t\' 11\'lt .... ttl.\1\ 
th(' l"''ith ''' ):'~' "'fi th<' l11"h '"'-\t\u~.._,.,~~ 
h'l~ 'l \Yh'' ll"'t'l {IM'''""' "' :t t~m1l ~tint~ 
( )u(' h ""''''" ' lh"n lt'w- IW'\1 M • • • 
************ 
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Virtu: Homage to Physics Artisans. at 
Fermilab 
An exhibition of scientific objects from various 
experiments at Fermilab in Batavia, II.. 
Columbia College Art Gallery, II th St. Campus, 
72 E. lith St. 
September 29-November 20 . 
FREE. Monday-Friday, I 0 a.m.-4 p.m. 
312-663-5554 
Poetry Reading 
James Tate, Pulitzer Prize and National Book 
A want and author of Worshipful Company of 
Fletchers will read from his work. 
Ferguson Theater, 600 S. Michigan Ave. 
Nov. 6 at 3 p.m. 
FREE. 
312-344-7516 
Around Chicago: 
Blue Mao Group 
Innovative performance by three men painted 
blue. 
The Briar Street Theater, 3133 N. Halsted 
Tjckets on sale through Nov. 30. 
$39 balcony, $46 main floor 
773-348-4000 
Traffic 
Inter-arts series showcasing Chicago and nation-
al artisits. 
Steppenwolf Theatre, 1650 N. Halsted St. 
Oct. 27-Aug. 17, 1998 
312-335-1888 
Contemporary Chilean Cinema 
Presented by Chicago Latino Cinema in coopera-
tion with Columbia College and The Consulate 
General of Chile. 
Facets Multimedia, 1517 W. Fullerton Ave. 
Oct. 31-Nov. 6 
312-431- 1330 
The Music and Mind of Bach 
Johann Sebastian Bach :r handwritten scores, per-
sonally annotated Bible, original manuscripts 
and more. 
September 11-November 15 
The Newberry Library, 60 W. Walton St. 
FREE. 
Monday, Friday, Saturday, 8:15 a.m.-5:30p.m.; 
Tuesday-Thursday, 8:15 a.m.-7:30p.m. 
312-255-3553 
Reeling '97 
The 17th Chicago Lesbian & Gay International 
Film Festival. 
Nov. 7-20 
773-384-5533 
Orion Ensemble 
Performing works by famous American com-
posers 
November 9 at 7 p.m. at Fox Valley Unity 
Church in Batavia 
November 10 at 7:30p.m. at Roosevelt 
University 
$ 18 adults, $15 seniors and $8 students 
630-628-9591 
Stage Performances: 
"Sheila's Instant Odyssey" 
An improvised play in two acts. 
Strawdog Theatre, 3829 N. Broadway 
October 7 - November 25 
Tuesdays at 9 p.m. 
$8 
(773) 275-3625 
"Babes With Blades" 
An all-female stage combat showcase. 
Footsteps Theatre Co., 5230 N. Clark St. 
October 6-December 22 
Sundays, Mondays at 8 p.m. 
$10 
773-878-4840 
"The Compleat Works of Wllm Shkspr 
(Abridged)" 
A three-man comic romp through all 37 of 
Shakespeare :r plays. 
The Theatre Building, 1225 W. Belmont 
October 6-December 9 
773-327-5252 
"Our Town" 
Classic is part of Family Series 
SteppenwolfTheatre, 1650 N. Halsted St. 
October 7-November 21 
Adults $ 10, Students $7.50 
3 12-335-1650 
"The Wizard of Oz" 
BlackBox Theatre, 3444 Dundee Road in 
Northbrook 
November 21-December 21 
$15 adults, $8 kids. 
847-559-0110 ext. 237 
·Break out the anti-depressants 
The Cure return with 'Galore' 
By Ericka Sanchez 
Correspondent 
All right boys and girls, you 
ready for this one? I hope you are 
because the new Cure CD, 
Galore, has just been released. 
Well, actually it's not a new 
CD, just a .compilation of their 
s ingles spanning from 1987-
1997. 
Many of you who might not 
know who the Cure is, well don't 
freak out. A lot of people don't 
know who they are, they just 
know they like some of thei r 
songs. The Cure is a band from 
that country across the pond that 
was part of the invasion of great 
mus ic which spilled over and 
brought us the likes of the Sex 
Pistols, Souxsie & The Banshees, 
New Order, Depeche Mode, 
Kratwerk, etc. I could go on and 
on but I won't. 
Galore, however, has many of 
the favorites for those of you who 
don't know too much 
about their earlier 
stu ff. Staple songs 
like, "Just Like 
H eaven," 
"Lovesong" and a 
shorter version of 
"Picture of You" take 
up most of the 
album, with one new 
song, "Wrong," clos-
ing out the list. 
Those of you who 
like the Cure will 
enjoy Galore 
because if you only 
like certain songs 
then they are most 
likely on this CD. 
For those of you 
that, like I said, 
aren' t too familiar 
with the group, check out this cd. 
Look at it as a way to get your 
feet wet and introduced to the 
band. 
Galore is now available in 
stores so run and get your copy. 
As far as touring goes for the 
band, my sources tell me that we 
should expect to see them this 
summer, so stay tuned. 
·~ 
for fratemiti~'\ sororities & groups. Any 
raise up td'SttOOO by earning a whopping 
14 ADVERTISEMENT November 3, 1997 
& THE CHRONICLE t I ": I. I I 'I • 
INVITE YOU TO ATTEND A SPECIAL SCREENING 
Come to the new Columbia Chronicle Office, 623 South Wabash room 205, between Monday, November 3 and 
Friday, November 7 to receive a free pass (admit two) to an advance showing of "The Wings Of The Dove", at the 
Sony Theatres- Pipers Alley, 1608 N. Wells, next Tuesday, November 11, 7:30pm. 
A limited numher of passes and posters are available on a first-come, first served basis. No purchase 
necessary and employees of participating partners are ineligible. 
"THE WINGS OF THE DOVE" Opens In Chicago On friday, Non~mhrr I~! 
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One Hundred years of history 
in the heart of Chicago 
By Horace Toombs 
Staff Writer 
When we speak of historic landmarks in Chicago, we 
think of The Sears Tower, The John Hannock Center 
and Water Tower place. One other monumental land-
mark that has played an integral role in the history of 
Chicago for the past I 00 years. The Chicago Cultural 
Center, the Chicago Public Library before 1991, kicked 
off its centennial celebration Thursday, Oct. 9. 
The Chicago Cultural Center is often referred to as 
the "People's Palace" an is an official Chicago land-. 
mark listed on the National Register of Historic Places. 
The Chicago Cultural Center became the nation's 
first free municipal cultural 
center where a variety of pro-
grams; exhibits and events are 
presented each year. 
This monumental landmark 
sits on land once known as 
Dearborn Park, where Fort 
Dearborn once stood. Abraham 
Lincoln once stood at this site 
to speak against slavery. The 
building was dedicated on 
October 9, 1897. 
The classical architecture of 
the building is both Greek and 
Roman. The exterior of the 
building conceals the fact that 
the building was built to serve 
two distinct purposes. 
The glorious landmark was 
skillfully designed by Shepley, 
Rutan and Coolidge, also the 
architects of the Art Institute. 
The building was completed in 
1897 and cost two million dol-
lars, a fraction of what it would 
cost to build a skyscraper today. 
The building was designed 
with two 
ent_rances and two 
main staircases. 
The Washington 
Street entrance 
served as the 
entrance for the 
main library, 
while the 
Randolph 
entrance was for 
the Grand Army 
of the Republic, a 
Civil War 
Veteran's Group. 
There were dis-
putes over land 
grants causing the 
library to take 
control of the 
land on one con-
dition that the 
building hold a 
Memorial to the 
Grand Arrny of 
the Republic. 
The building 
was assembled 
around a court-
yard that opens 
into Garland 
Court on the west 
side of the build-
ing. The 
Wa s hington 
Street entrance is five stories on the south wing, while 
the Randolph Street entrance serves the four-story north 
wing. The difference is due to the fact that the north 
wing has a thirty foot ceiling that accommodates the 
Grand Army Republic complex. the entrance on the 
Washington side has a stairway leading to the fifth floor 
which is a copy of the "bridge of sighs" in Venice. 
This beautiful piece of art has stood the test of time. 
The masonry walls are three foot thick limestone, above 
a granite base. 
What makes this landmark special are the materials 
used to construct this gem. A variety of rare imported 
marbles fine hardwood, stained glass and mosaics of 
Favrile glass help construct this building to a piece of 
art. 
Walking through the doorway on the Was_hington 
side is like entering a palace. The walls are whtte mar-
ble from Carrara, Italy. There is a grand staircase with 
a three-story vaulted lobby. Names of many great writ-
en from the western world are inscribed overhead. 1be 
Italian Renaissance architecture left its mark on the 
Sidney R. Yates Gallery, which was named in honor of 
the Democratic Congressman from [llinois for his many 
years of art advocacy. 
The Cultural Center was designed after an assembly 
hall in the 14th century Doge's Palace in Venice, Italy. 
The 7,600 square foot hall originally served as the 
library's reading room. The fourth floor Exhibit Hall 
has Greek architectural designs. This hall is the show-
case for the Cultural Center's important exhibitions. 
There are clocks on each end of the wall. A figure car-
rying a torch represents day; the other with a bat repre-
sents night. 
The Windy City has the tallest building in the United 
States, but our Cultural Center has a 
notable feature that's only in the city of 
Chicago. 
The world's largest TiffllllY Dome 
are beautiful stained glass domes that 
are located in the north and south wings 
of the building. 
A variety of artists from Tiffany & 
Co. collaborated on this magnificent 
jewel. The color scheme is designed by 
J.A. Holzer and Charles A. Coolidge . Robert C. 
Spencer was in charge of the interior design and deco-
ration. 
The glass domes were originally used as skylights 
but later enclosed in copper and back lighted to reveal 
and secure the astonishing elegance. Preston Bradley 
Hall is where the 38 foot dome is located at an estimat-
ed 35 million dollars. 
Many of the designs and pauems are influenced by 
nature. There are shapes and textures of the scales of a 
fish. The zodiac signs at the top of the dome really make 
it an extravagant piece of work. 
Preston Bradley Hall was renovated into a perfor-
mance hall during the seventies. Inside the Preston 
Bradley Hall on the east wing wall are inscriptions in 
ten different ancient languages, including Persian, 
Chinese and Greek which glorify literature and knowl-
edge. 
The northeast comer of the room has a leiter "Y" 
engraved which represents the Chicago rivers two 
branches. The dome praises famous writers such as 
Voltarie and Dante. 
Another stunning attraction is the G.A.R. Rotunda 
memorial hall, dedicated to the Grand Republic Army. 
This attraction is popular amongst civil war buffs. There 
is a twelve foot statue of "Young Abe" and a variety of 
decorative themes that display historic civil war battles. 
When in need of quiet time, or just time to relax, the 
G.A.R. Rotunda memorial is a nice place to visit. One 
can enjoy the view overlooking Grant Park and 
Michigan avenue. 
The Cultural Center has rightfully earned it's name 
as the "People's Palace" because people from all walks 
of life have passed through and have appreciated the 
500 programs offered each year by the 
Department of Cultural affairs. 
Programs such as music, dance, the-
ater, liteary arts and films are what the 
Cultural Center offers the people of 
Chicago and tourists from around the 
world. There are performances, con-
certs, screenings, receptions and spe-
cial events year-round. 
This is one place where college stu-
dents can enjoy and experiencnd never 
have to pay a dime. The only thing one 
will pay for is the food and souvneirs. 
These days, everyday is a birthday 
at the Cultural Center. On Friday 
October I 0, 1997 they celebrated the 
great jazz innovator pianist Thelonious 
Monk pianist Corky McCierkin. 
About twenty spectators in audience 
were on honored. The master of cere-
monies called out their names, gave 
them a slice of cake and wished them a 
happy birthday. One lady played book-
ie from work to come and celebrate her 
birthday at the Cultural Center gala. 
70-year-old Urdyne Bryson, said of 
the Cultural Center, "I love this build-
would not be available. 
ing because it 's 
unique piece of 
work. I love to visit 
because they just 
don 't build them 
like they like this 
any more." 
The Cultural 
Center is a not-for 
profit organization. 
A vast amount of 
its revenue comes 
from public and 
private sectors. 
There are 
ceromonies, wed-
dings and social 
events held that 
provide income for 
the center. 
Without these 
revenue resources 
many of the enrich-
ing programs 
offered today 
Fred Fine, the center's first commisoner of the 
Cultural Center, appointed by late Mayor Harold 
Washington, said, "Harold Washington played an inte-
gral role in the start of the Cultural Center." 
"The building is special to me because it showcases 
culture artistic creation of neighborhoods whether it's 
47th, State or Lincoln Park," Fine said. 
The Cultural Center enjoys college students who 
love the arts and wants to play an important role in their 
lives in the future. 
Hollywood has also left its silver screen imprint on 
the Chicago landmark. In 1986, the box office hit "The 
Untouchables" was filmed there. The scene where FBI 
agent Elliot Ness pushed Frank Nitti off the roof once he 
admitted to killing his friend and comrade Jim Malone. 
A variety of other movies have been filmed on the 
premises including, "The Code of Silence" with Chuck 
Norris and "Payback" starring Mel Gibson, is now 
being filmed around the perimeter of the building. 
The Cultural center is a breathtaking landmark 
because of the architecture and its intricate details. 
This is a place where one can escape and just enjoy 
the little things in life. Whether it's walking down the 
hallway along the western corridor, viewing the pho-
tographs and of other famous Chicago landmarks or 
walking over to the Michigan Avenue gallanes to check 
out the work of new artists. 
Life,s easier with 10¢ a minute, AT&T Call Organi~er' 
and Student Advantage·. It's all FREE just for being with AT&T. 
• IOc A MINUTE - AT&T Som ple Rates' - on long dostancc calls from home t o .1nywhere on the 
US from 7pm - 7am weekdays and .111 w eekend long. 2Sc a monute all o th er !lmes . 
• FREE AT&T C ALL ORGANIZE R no mo re hassles - use your personalized code before you 
doal . and w e'll tal ly your phone boll by roommate (up to 12 peo ple per boll) 
• FREE STUDENT ADVANTAG E ge t speco.ll o ffers and up to 50"(, o ff every d.1y .l! tho usands 
o f your LworHc nc1~hborhood pl;tccs .1nd nJUOn.ll sponsors l1kc K mko's: Tower Record s' 
and Amtra\f 
G e t it a ll FR EE with one easy c all . 
C a II I 800-878-3872 
or vi sit www . att .co m/coll cgc /np . htnll 
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Oh! Canada: ~The Sweet 
Hereafter~ rings true to 
rural Canadian life 
By Sandy Campbell 
Film Corrupondent 
As a person raised in the boonies in Eastern 
Canada, I grew up on American films like every-
body else. I was conditioned to expect movies to 
talce place m over populated American cities like 
Chicago, LA, and New York. If a movie were to 
talce ~lace in Canada, it would not be seen by 
Amencans, much less other Canadians. 
I grew up with a sense of being Canadian, but 
two factors that have fazed my identity: Quebec 
wanting to separate issue that has gotten way out 
of proportion and The United States ignoring and 
not recognizing our Canadian identity, but at the 
same time filling our country with prime examples 
of your identity. 
As a result Canada has created its' identity, but 
the only ones aware of this identity are Canadians 
and other foreign countries. 
But the English-Canadian film industry seems 
to have been sprouting in the last few years, aside 
from the increase of American film-productions, 
and will hopefully give the U.S. a sense of 
Canadiana. Atom Egoyian's, "The Sweet 
Hearafter," which won second place at this past 
years Cannes film festival and which is ironically 
based on American author's Russell Banks novel, 
is being released in the US this Christmas with an 
expectation to do well. 
The film will hopefully give Americans a slice 
of rural Canadian life and atmoSphere. Mobile, 
Alabama is probably closer geographically to 
where I grew up than the small fictional 
Pacific-Northwest village of Sam Dent, British 
Columbia, but the film comes out with a united 
Canadian tone which is healing for a country with 
separatist problems and regional isolation. 
Other Canadian movies have been released here 
this past year such as Crash, Kissed, Fire, and 
Margaret's Museum, but there has been very little 
impact, but it is a start. I find that most of the 
United States knows nothing about my country 
and that should not be any surprise. But what I 
have found is that a lot of Americans are interest-
ed and would like to know about this big chunk of 
land is not that nothing happens in Canada, impor-
tant events happen there daily, but there is such a 
one-sided communication between the two coun-
tries that it only seems like such. 
Hopefully the movie wi ll break stereotypes 
about Canada. Yes of course all of the males are 
deeply excited about hockey in the film, but that 
stereotype IS true even for me;· the only male who 
did not play the sport in his entire highschool with 
the population of 300. One Canadian stereotype I 
wish Egoyian had shoved away was the local bus-
driver saying "Eh" after every word and most 
Americans will still assume that stereotype to be 
true. I have always assumed that it was a regional 
southern Ontario thing. The only person I knew 
that said, "Eh" on a regular basis was sports per-
sonal ity/commentator Don Cherry on Hockey 
Night in Canada (our Saturday night version of 
your Monday Night Football). 
Some images portrayed in the movie are very 
similar to memories I hold such as being a kid trav-
eling in the winter on a dusty schoolbus, with its' 
scabby green seats, driving through the isolated 
s tretches of gnawing raw cold that made one's fin-
gers swell like pink sausages, s topping once and 
awhile to pick up a few children in the midst of 
green forest and snow. 
I remember the people from urban parts of 
Canada and the U.S. who came up as hippies dur-
ing the sixties, seventies, eighties, and even 
nineties to get away from it all and ending up liv-
ing in odd-shaped houses with the interior in which 
one can see the upstairs and downstairs at the same 
time and adopting children with multi-cultural 
backgrounds. I remember these people losing 
some of their hippie traits, but still being remem-
bered as such by the minds of locals, even though 
they portray themselves as model-citizens. I 
remember villages containing nothing but a motel 
and a garage, and everybody knowing who every-
body is. 
I remember village halls with wooden paneling 
inside, long tables and cold gray metal chairs with 
gum stuck to the bottom, and dart beverything 
from local colo meeting with lawyers. I remember 
seeing the scruffY male with a missing tooth and a 
baseball hat with a logo like Caterpillar on it, and 
being known as a model-citizen and a human 
being, and not associated with this redneck stigma 
crap. I remember knowing my busdrivers name. 
I remember dreams that were promised to you 
as a child, but are relied to be hopeless when a 
teenager. I remember ss who ran away and now 
have become homeless on the street.' I remember 
gossiping about local families problems only to 
reflect on that mine is just is bad, as the local 
inn-keeper does in the film 's commencing. Now a 
rural American, such as some of yourselves, might 
feel that a lot of these elements were found in your 
community and I say probably yes. 
I relate to rural films all of the time whether 
American, British, or Dutch but I recognize what 
country the movie is from. The Sweet Hearafter 
provides Americans with songs that were a hit in 
Canada and other countries, with the exception of 
the States, such as the Tragically Hip's Courage, 
and Jane Siberry's mid-eighties success One More 
Colour. But I was disappointed that Egoyian didn't 
go on beyond a couple of songs and had a mock 
band sing most of them instead of the original 
artists, but this subtle advertising is still better than 
nothing. 
The movie deals with other aspects besides 
Canadian and rural themes, mainly the effect of a 
schoolbus crash on a local town and the city 
lawyer (Ian Holm) who tries to get the townsfolk 
to sue the bus company for faulty screws. He goes 
in with "the city person can save the rural commu-
nity and lets convince the locals to sue even though 
it was clearly an accident" attitude. 
But as contrast as he is from the townsfolk, he 
has an element in common with them in that of 
who took my chi ldren away? His daughter is a 
whiny drug-addled street urchin in her early twen-
ties who makes life difficult for him. His child 
maybe alive, while the villager's children's have 
recently feels that he sti ll has lost hi s child. He tells 
the aurm of childhood friend of his daughters who 
is now well-to-do that he did everything tO"save hi s 
daughter from a black widow spider bite when she 
was three, but he hints that he wished he had let his 
child die. 
I assume that he secretly envies the townsfolk 
in that their children are gone becaue least they 
will always have a pure innocent memory of them 
in case they don 't tum out to their parent's expec-
tations as he has discovered. 
Another issue the movie deals with is incest, 
which relates to the parent and child theme. One of 
the survivors, the matured Sarah Polley, from Road 
To Avonlea (called Avonlea on the Disney chan-
nel) and Terry Gilliam's The Adventures of Baron 
Manchausen, s leeps with her father Todd 
McCamus and doesn't mind it. He gets revenge on 
her father in the end of the movie, not because of 
the incest factor, but because he che dreams of 
being rock star like he promised. 
This movie is for people who enjoy a good cry 
at the movies. Some people might find this movie 
as a way of exploit ing emotion as a cheap way to 
hook in customers. This is not my view, but of one 
I heard recently. I shared that view at only one 
point of the movie in the use of the song Courage. 
. I emphasized the local mechanic played mag-
mficantly by Bruce Greenwood telling off the city 
lawyer trying to do his job. This movie could have 
easily happened in the place I once called my com-
mumty and I felt that my emotions were j ustified. 
If a movie's emotions are well played out !like to 
get caught up in them and have a good cry. I hold 
the opinion that emotion should be a factor in films 
to hook in the audinece if necessary as long as il is 
done well and not sappy, but maybe I might some-
times. overlook sappiness if I can relate strongly to 
emot1ons portrayed on screen. 
On a final note Americans might wonder what 
is the obsession between Canadians and traffic 
accidents since car crashes were a central issue in 
David Cronenberg's Hearafter. 
Overall, I give this movie an A+. 
Solving the coffee 
stain mystery 
By Lidia Wasowicz 
(UP/) 
SAN FRANCISCO- Scientists curious about coffee stains 
have finally figured out why a spilled cup of java leaves a ring 
when it dries. 
Reporting in the British journal Nature Wednesday, they say the 
work may prove useful in the future for a number of fields, rang-
ing from the paint industry to molecular biology. 
Sidney Nagel of the University of Chicago set out to solve one 
of life's little mysteries after taking note of all the coffee stains on 
his counter at home one morning. 
He says, " Why does a drop of liquid evaporate to leave a ring 
rather than a uniform stain?" 
He found no answer in any scientific literature so enlisted the 
help of his colleagues to figure out this head-scratcher. 
The result may reach beyond a mug of hot dark brew. 
The work, Nagel says, has implications for industries that rely 
on the uniform deposition of solids suspended in liquid media. 
such as paint. And it may help molecular biologists trying to 
understand the structure of enzymes. Or it could prove useful in 
creating tiny electronic circuits or providing a means of high-den-
sity information storage. 
As Nagel puts it, " Why does all the material end up at the edge, 
when it starts out dispersed across the whole drop? This question 
actually affects many different types of processes, though I don 't 
think anyone's considered it as a scientific problem." 
Nagel and his team did, undertaking a series of experiments and 
calculations, looking at the problem from all possible angles. Does 
the type of solvent make a difference? No. Does the same thing 
happen if you spi ll red wind or milk or tea or soup? Yes. Does the 
type of surface metal , plastic, glass matter? No. In fact, they found 
even drying the drop upside down had no effect. 
It turns out that ring formation results from a combination of 
factors: any surface roughness "pins" the edge of the drop, evap-
oration at the edges pulls more liquid and suspended solids out to 
the edge from the center. The flow piles the material up at the 
edges, where it eventually dries, forming that unsightly and hard-
to- clean ring. 
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By Sara Willingham 
Spom Columlli8t 
AhhhhhJ a new week means a new col· 
umn. t telt 'ya, it really feels goOd to have · 
,W.e. i!lity to expreas my opinions to 
~ · "Sara on Sports. 7, l"oo bad 
every 'f grab some paper space 
and ran! a little bit here-and·th~e ... it .may 
very well make for a healthier fan base 
around here (mentally speaking). But as it 
is, it has become quite obvious to me that 
we too, at Columbia, are forced to put up 
witl:i disgruntled sports fans. You know, the 
fans who don't like my opinions one bit, the ones who 
about better topics, the one$ · · steaming mad, 
editor! ;- · • 
WeJl 'keep •em coming, boy~ Ladies, go ahei 
affi!ude on paper, and submit it! T'atll the type ofpers 
debate cOntroversial topics. If any of the poor souls who actually 
responded to my column would have MADE A POINT (wow, w'hat 
a concept!), then we could actually have an intelligent, opinionated 
discussion. · , 
1 did, however, manage to muster up a couple of 
tainlng to some comments made in regard to MY 
. by do J write abou '-tame old 
ubs; Sox, and Haw " and 
. et/ thii Bears, Cufis,• Hawkl•'rllo7//}J j ust being realistic. AsfoFthe-BtJlls, they've 
'' pre-season, and I was the. .first to admit fl. 
2. Why can't you "distinguish between Chicago sports 
and your opmions?" · . 
Hello! It's a columnforcryin '-out-loud! It's my 
1 little space to do jW;t thqt ... expres,s MY 
concerning Chicago sportS, (duh). 
r "'~,. · . ·~<tfu~Ht~~,_,;;~ 
n't you covet 'tliec.Wolves? ,, 
Hey, is it my fault /hat most of the fans in 
· he more interested in thli Blackhawks 
1 sense a little jealousy. perhaps? That's 
all of the fans !l'ho fill the bleachers at 
ought to focus their attention on the Kane 
Cougars, or something. Yeah, right. 
~ ~ 
4. '· (And my favorite) W'hy.don' t you actually coter some 
gam~ to really find a story? . 
,.ij,.&f\Alr.ight, smart guy, whe!(was the last timet 
" ,, :·) ·conl4cted a professional sports organization . tfJ 
press credentials? You probably didn t know (hat, · as a rule, 
the<infomout 0 and 14 Cubs don t even let students into the 
lockeroom. That's OK; 1'1/-let your lack ofktwwledge slide 
on this one... ·r 
I must say, even though all of tile people who "know it1.11" (or at 
least know more than me) didn't exactly .have any constxyctive sug-
gestions, I am happy to see that they're reading.lfyou'rean an~ered 
fan, go ahead and E7mail (chron96@interaccess.com) mea~utyour 
gripes as , a Chicago sports fan. I fit's good enough, and 1ou include 
your na:me, heU I'll publish i.t. · 
Let's Calk Bears...... . 
Yippeeel We got one! That Miami game was so exciting. It was 
like a one-two punch ... Game 7 of the World Series on Sunday, and 
the Bears 'versus 'the Dolphins on Monday. What can I say, the World 
Series action was fantastic. Underdog Marlins take down the Indians. 
Just like the NFL ~howdown: Underdog Bears surprise Miami. It was 
storybook material. Kramer . drives down field twice to score in 
crunch-time. RaYJ:!lOnt Hams runi; harder than ever. JetUaeger is 
automatic. It was'beautifut Too bad most people couldn't •stay up for 
the finale. I'll pick the Bears over Washington ... easy. Let 's say 24-10 
Chicago. I think tbat momentum is enough to carry a teain. To the 
Superbowl? No. To a 7 and 9 rec'ord? Maybe. If nothing else, 
momentum will suffice for now. 
On a ' final note, l would like to commend Major League Baseball 
on this year's Series. As 1 mentioned previously, it was some of the 
most exciting baseball l've seen in a long while. Livan Hernendez, 
the Cuban deportee, was MVP of the Series. The Marlins dedicated 
the game to their manager, Jim Leyland, bef6re it st;uted. Team 
owner, Wayne Huyzainga, was absolutely thrilled about1he outcome 
(unlike'Reinsdorf's usual reaction to title-winning). OK;'I admit it, it 
brought tears to my eyes to see the "little guys" finish on, top: l thor-
oughly enjoyed the lastofMLB for 1997. ·· 
Want to write a bout_ 
·~· 0·r€bicag .~, por t s ,·., 1 y ' ' ' •w}.j{· 
StOp by Tbe Chronicle and 4See 
Robert Stevenson about writ ing 
sports stories for Tbe Chronicle. 
We're always looking for ;more 
writers, so·stop by! ' :" 
Is Kevin Garnett going to 
be a 'Zorich' of an athlete? 
By Jason Kravarlk 
Assistant Features Edilor 
Remember that S 120 million contract that 
Minnesota Timberwolves basketball star Kevin 
Garnett signed last month? It seems appropriate at 
this point in time to assess it. Why? Hang on. First 
thing's first We're talking about the deal that 
made Garnett, who jumped pro direct from high 
school, the highest paid athlete in history when it 
comes to multi-year deals. And chances are, if you 
surveyed ohatter around the water cooler the day 
after Garnett signed, most people would have 
said: "No one deserves that much money." Under 
normal circumstances, that would be a sound 
statement about another undeserving, overpaid 
athlete. 
Let's look at this a little closer now that foot-
ball star Chris Zorich is in the spotlight for being 
fired from the Bears. Here's Zorich, who like 
Garnett, grew up in Chicago under tough circum-
stances. Both athletes dreamed of playing sports 
professionally, and of course both made it, albeit 
in slightly different fashion. While Zorich was 
deemed too short for his position, former Bears 
Coach Mike Ditka didn't think so, and he drafted 
Zorich. On the other hand, Garnett had no prob-
lem. He was drafted by the Timberwolves straight 
from Farragut High School here in Chicago. Both 
enjoyed success at the pro level: Zorich proved 
the scouts wrong and showed he belonged on the 
Bears' defense. Garnett, well, $120 million speaks 
Next Week: 
for itself. The difference professionally for the 
two came just last week when the inJured Zorich 
was cut by the Bears who were looking to save a 
few hundred thousand dollars. But it's not 
Zorich's on-field performance we care about. It's 
his now-famous off-field charity that has made 
him loved by the city. The South Sider had it 
tough growing up, so he understands the need to 
help others. His charity is named after his mother, 
who Zorich found dead after returning home from 
a Notre Dame game. That charity has supplied 
tens of thousands of Chicago's needy with food 
baskets helping everyone from the homeless to 
troubled teens. Despite being cut last week, 
Zorich's foundation will continue on with its tra-
ditional Thanksgiving Day· donation of food bas-
kets to the needy. Zorich even took a group of 
less-fortunate girls to the Bears game after he was 
fired-citing the need to brighten up the girls' 
lives even though it would mean returning to see 
the very team that fired him. 
Now take a look at Garnett and his exorbitant 
wealth keeping in mind what could be done with 
that money. Sure, $120 million is an outrageous 
sum'for one person• who throws a ball through a 
hoop. However, if Garnett chooses to remember 
his roots-as Zorich did- and invest some of that 
money into charitable causes in his former com· 
munity, then perhaps it isn't wasted money. . 
So don't complain about Garnett's lopsided 
wealth yet; for the jury is still out. Or more appro-
priately, the community is still waiting. 
A Look at Women's Sports 
Duke University kicker claims discrimination 
By Marco Buscaglia 
College Press Service 
DURHAM, N.C.- If only life imitated the 
happy endings of made-for-TV movies, then 
Heather Sue Mercer 's story would have ended 
something like this: the Duke senior kicks a game-
winning field goal for the Blue Devils and ends 
Division I college football's longest losing streak. 
But instead, Mercer's bid to become the first 
woman to play Division I football is ending up in 
court. In September, Mercer filed a lawsuit in fed-
eral district court against Duke University and 
head coach Fred Goldsmith. 
Mercer's lawsuit claims she wasn't given a fair 
chance by Goldsmith and the rest of the Duke 
coaching staff after being invited to try out for the 
team. She contends that after she was cut, kickers 
of the same or lesser talent remained on the squad. 
Mercer was a third-team all-state kicker in high 
school in Yorktown Heights, N.Y. When she first 
came to Duke in 1995, she was allowed to practice 
with the team's kickers, although she was never 
issued any pads or equipment 
Mercer's time on the football team was not 
without glory. She hit the winning field goal in the 
team's spring scrimmage in 1995 and was carried 
off the field by her teammates. After the game, 
Mercer says Goldsmith told her that she had 
earned a spot on the team. She was left off the ros-
ter, however, when final cuts were handed down 
later that summer. 
Mercer's lawsuit seeks unspecified compen-
satory and punitive damages for Duke's violation 
of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, 
which prohibits sexual discrimination in educa-
tional programs that receive federal money. 
Mercer wouldn't return calls for this story, but 
one of her mentors was quick to come to her 
defense. Former Washington Redskins kicker 
Mark Moseley said Mercer was a good college-
caliber kicker. 
"As good as most I see, if not better," said 
Moseley, who runs a summer kicking camp that 
Mercer attended in J 995 and 1996. 
"There are a lot of kickers on Division I teams 
that don't have the accuracy that Heather Sue as," 
Moseley said. "She rarely missed from 40 yards 
and in. She's got great concentration." 
Although Moseley knows the physical and 
mental demands of football at the college level, he 
was confident Mercer was up to the task. 
"She was one of those kids who works really 
hard," he said. "She's out there every day, really 
focused and really ready to put in the effort. I'm 
not sure if the demands would have been much of 
a problem." 
Duke coach Fred Goldsmith refused to com-
ment on the story, saying only that the school 's 
lawyers would handle all questions. "I'm a football 
coach," said Goldsmith. "I'll answer questions 
about footbalL If you have any of those, fire 
away." 
A spokesperson for Duke's attorneys said they 
are examining the case and will have a comment at 
the appropriate time. 
The school's only response came from a state-
ment released in late September from John 
Burness, Duke's senior vice president for public 
affairs. 
Burness defended Goldsmith, calling him a 
coach of "integrity who judges players solely on 
their playing ability." 
Mercer 's attorneys have said that any money 
she might be awarded would be used to set up a 
scholarship fund for female kickers. 
